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ABSTRACT
To regain market share in the competitive jet engine business, Pratt &
Whitney has focused renewed emphasis upon cost reduction in engine development and
manufacturing. Employing improved cost estimating techniques is complementary to
achieving a reduction in total manufacturing cost. An increased awareness of relevant
cost drivers will facilitate tradeoff decisions among competing alternatives, thereby
uncovering the most economical process/design and providing the largest profit
margin.
Existing systems lack essential process costing features; they do not have the
ability to employ process parameter linked costing on job shops or flowlines.
Consequently, this research focused on devising, both a methodology and a working
demonstrator for obtaining manufacturing costs reflective of the processes employed.
The system is a non-iterative, analytical model with process parameter linked
costing; it outputs the manufacturing performance and part costs of both job shops and
flowlines with unlimited queue lengths. Numerous manufacturing layouts, including
looping, branching, inspection, and rework, processing both single and multiple part
type, are capable of being modeled by the system.
The validation studies included an existing, conventional production part
process, the diffuser case, and a venture, non-conventional production process, the
hollow fan blade. The diffuser case verified the solution techniques employed by the
system. The hollow fan blade scenarios validated the model's ability to make relative
comparisons among the different model runs.
Thesis Supervisors: Mark Jakiela Mechanical Engineering
Steven Eppinger Management
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CHAPTER 1: REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEW MODELING
METHODOLGY
NEEDS ANALYSIS
To regain market share in the competitive jet engine business, Pratt & Whitney
(P&W) has focused renewed emphasis upon cost reduction in engine development and
manufacturing. The competition not only comes from domestic and European companies,
but also from the Japanese, who potentially represent "...formidable competitors by the
end of the '90s".(1) Employing improved cost estimating techniques is complementary
to achieving a reduction in total manufacturing cost. An increased awareness of relevant
cost drivers will facilitate tradeoff decisions among competing alternatives, thereby
uncovering the most economical process/design and providing the largest profit margin.
Early recognition of the cost drivers associated with various manufacturing processes
and materials would allow designers to select lower cost alternatives. To reduce the lead
time, improved concurrency between manufacturing and design must exist.
Pratt & Whitney encourages the employment of the concurrent engineering
philosophy. For example, Design-to-Process teams consisting of experienced members
from various functional groups meet to resolve engineering and manufacturing conflicts.
Commonality and standardization advocated by Charter Part Councils has the "...goal of
reducing overhead by reducing the variety of materials and processes".(2) The Charter
Part process attempts to reduce costs by promoting a generic, low cost design and
manufacturing process for each engine part type. While this concept has the potential to
stifle innovation, the process does include several routes to allow design improvements
if they are justifiable. By incorporating Charter Parts into the design phase, design and
drafting time is shortened, and development testing is decreased. In addition, the
designer should obtain constructive field maintenance feedback earlier than he would
with non-generic designs.(3,4)
In order to determine the design with the best performance and lowest overall
life cycle cost, the Charter Part Councils require a methodology for evaluating the costs
of various manufacturing alternatives. Present cost estimating techniques at Pratt &
Whitney rely heavily on historical cost data from past engine models. Preliminary
designers use the Cost and Weight Group's parametric model to obtain cost estimates
based on existing production engines. Other cost estimating groups to serving specific
plants, business units, and functional groups, such as program management and engine
development costing, also utilize historical data extensively .
EXISTING COST ESTIMATION METHODOLOGIES
Depending on the amount of detail information required and the time frame
allotted, a myriad of methods exist for estimating engine development costs. For
example, a rough order of magnitude estimate of a derivative engine might be obtained by
applying a factor, either a major parts count parameter, an engineering energy
parameter, or a manufacturing production parameter to an existing engine. Another
type of estimating method employed is the parametric model. The increased input detail
required allows for greater insight in hardware, personnel, and schedule requirements,
yet relies on difficulty factors, engine test schedules, and man-month parameters from
experts. Correlations between design man-months and subsequent support group man-
months is based on historical man-month data.
Estimates are based on historical data, and yet the design drivers of engine
programs have changed over the last thirty years. In the '60s, the primary driver was
durability. During the late '60s and early '70s, fuel economy became an increasing
factor. In the late '70s and early '80s, noise reduction also became important. In the
late '80s and '90s, the primary competitive driver has become the lowest manufacturing
cost beside durability, fuel economy, and noise reduction demanded by the customers.(5)
"Production cost of an engine is related to materials and design, which are a function of
performance criteria, as well as development schedule."(6) Consequently, it becomes
more pressing that the manufacturing process parameters that influence manufacturing
part cost be communicated and understood up front, ideally starting with the early design
phase.
The cost of the engine part as output by the Cost and Weight Group parametric
model is based on direct labor, material, plus burden factors on material and labor.
Capital equipment and tool costs, for example, both a part of manufacturing overhead,
are reflected in the average burden rate of the particular plant from which the part was
manufactured. Applying scaling factors and burden rates to similar historical engine
parts does not allow for in-depth sensitivity analyses for evaluating the cost
effectiveness of implementing, for example, innovative manufacturing processes,
alternative manufacturing process schematics, and changes in batch and pallet sizes.
Consequently, the lack of cost detail in the parametric model prevents one from using it
to make valid parts manufacturing decisions. More in-depth analysis would be
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necessary, involving more technical experts and requiring difficult and time consuming
adjustments to data by hand.
Historical overhead factors play an important role in estimating the
manufacturing costs associated with the parts produced by each business unit. A
materials burden rate is added to the raw material cost and a labor overhead factor to the
LASOC (Labor Standard Operating Cost) cycle times. Unfortunately, these factors are not
indicative of the manufacturing processes used. Instead, costs such as, capital equipment
and durable and non-durable tools are estimated to be proportional to the cycle time.
As a result of the application of these burden factors, valid comparisons between
alternative manufacturing processes cannot be made.
ESSENTIAL PROCESS COSTING FEATURES
After examination of the types of costing methodologies employed at Pratt &
Whitney, David Allan (6A), an MIT graduate student working jointly on the
implementation of the new cost estimation model presented in this thesis, and I concluded
on the following essential process costing features:
1 ) A formalized procedure for determining part manufacturing cost should
be sensitive to changes in manufacturing process parameters so that cost variations can
be detected to the satisfaction of the model user. Numerous manufacturing process
parameters influence the fabrication cost of a part type. The types of parameters
include: shift length, pallet and batch size, machine count per pool, target productions,
scrap and rework rates, learning effects, machine breakdown rates, manpower
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requirements, process layout, and multiple part type influences.
2) In order that the user have a clear understanding of the required input
variables to perform the modeling herself, the system must not be complicated. The
inputs required by the model should be obtained via known company sources. In addition,
the system interface should facilitate ease of model usage.
3) A cost model should be flexible enough to allow customizing to any
functional group's or company's needs. For example, financial data, inventory carrying
cost percentages, and capital equipment and durable tool escalation factors must be
alterable to fit the company's criteria. In addition, a generic system applicable to all
engine part types should work for both parts fabrication and assembly. It should be
capable of modeling both job shops and flowlines. A job shop consists of machines
grouped by type on the manufacturing floor. For example, drill presses form one group
while lathes form another group. All of the different part types flow through these
groups of machines as needed. A flowline, on the other hand, consists of a grouping of
various machines dedicated to producing at most a few very similar part types. This
type of production line is best suited for higher volume parts. Instead of grouping all the
plant's lathes, a lathe is placed within each product area of the plant requiring its usage.
4) A generic comprehensive cost model would facilitate cost methodology
commonality among the various functional groups. Judging unique model data sets would
be done using the same criteria; hence, an increased number of scenario comparisons
could be analyzed across the different functional groups. This would facilitate achieving
the best alternative within the design schedule time limitations.
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5) A methodology for estimating part cost should avoid the distortions
inherent within existing cost accounting systems, such as Pratt & Whitney's Transfer
Cost System. Indirect expenses are applied to business units via the use of transfer
costs. Uncontrollable transfer costs, for example, from all of the business units are
jointly pooled and then distributed to each individual business. Unfortunately, these
uncontrollable costs may be applied to the business units based on the factory square
footage the unit occupies!
6) A parts cost model should provide sufficient insight into the causes of the
burdened overhead percentage. Manufacturing overhead represents a major percentage
of the total part cost. This percentage is not effectively broken down by the existing
costing systems. As described earlier, this percentage over-head rate is completely
insensitive to changes in many manufacturing parameters, such as the number of pieces
of equipment used, the batch and pallet sizes, tooling costs, and the inventory carrying
costs. Process operation changes that affect cycle or set-up time influence the overhead
costs linearly as a function of cycle and set-up time, which fails to adequately represent
the complex costing behavior involved.
7) Failing to account for technology change and advanced manufacturing
techniques in cost estimates can lead to misleading results. It is important that many
alternative avenues are examined before a specific manufacturing sequence of operations
is decided upon. Consequently, the system should allow for the incorporation of
technological change and advanced manufacturing techniques, so that viable and realistic
cost comparisons are attained.
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8) The data base structure should be compatible with potentially conflicting,
existing data bases in order to ease data upkeep. If a manufacturing process is altered,
data on changes in LASOC times, batch sizes, and equipment costs must be acquired.
Industrial engineers would update the LASOC times. Process planners would have the
necessary information on batch sizes and process layout. Equipment costs could be
acquired from the Machine Procurement Group. The diverse functional group users who
would be asked to maintain the required data files must realize direct benefits from the
costing system or they will not adequately maintain it. A formalized procedure for
estimating manufacturing part costs structured within a generic yet common cost model
would allow for numerous customers.
COST ESTIMATION MODEL APPLICATIONS AND CUSTOMERS
Candidate users for the cost model include people from various functional groups
with diverse needs. While the primary users targeted were business unit personnel,
product designers, advanced process technical engineers, and the durable tooling and cost
estimating groups could potentially use the model. Finally, Charter Part Council
members and Design-to-Process teams can use the model's generic cost methodology for
evaluating manufacturing alternatives.
Business Unit Personnel
The business unit personnel, particularly the technical supervisors, group
leaders, and manufacturing engineers, have the greatest number of potential uses for the
model; they also have the easiest access to the necessary input data. The model can aid in
make/buy decisions. "The profit margin for a particular component, when sub-
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contracted, may be greater than if manufactured internally, particularly when
sufficient other work is anticipated to keep the equipment running."(7) In deciding the
state of the raw material used in the process, for example, the model could be used to
make tradeoffs between purchasing a piece in ingot form versus purchasing it as a near-
net-shape casting.
Product Designers
Product designers control a segment of the manufacturing cost. Early
recognition of the cost drivers associated with various manufacturing processes and
materials would allow designers to select lower cost alternatives. For processes which
provide improved performance but increased manufacturing difficulty, such as shot
peening, the designer can use the model to trade-off between superior performance and
the increase in cost. Quantification of the costs involved in over-specifying surface
textures or specifying tighter tolerances can also be modelled. Because obtaining
smoother surfaces or tighter tolerances often requires additional processing steps, the
number of machining sequences increases. Consequently, tool utilization, machine loads,
and manpower requirements increase.(8)
Tooling Functional Group
The tooling group can use the model to determine the fabrication costs of durable
tools in the same way one would study a conventional manufacturing process. Advanced
process technical engineers can employ the system to make process tradeoffs in a
similar manner as designers. In addition, some of the cost estimating groups can utilize
the model as an adjunct to their existing systems.
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COST ESTIMATION MODEL: CONTENT SYNOPSIS
As a result of this research, both a methodology and a working demonstrator,
referred to as the Production Cost Planner, for obtaining manufacturing costs directly
sensitive to changes in the process were devised. The operator of the Production Cost
Planner can model the manufacturing performance and part costs of most business units
at Pratt & Whitney. Furthermore, this system can be utilized to model job shops and
flowlines without restricted queue lengths within other companies with minor
modifications to some input parameters.
Process Submodel
The Production Cost Planner is composed of two submodels: a process submodel
and a costing submodel. The two submodels interact during a model run; process
submodel results are fed directly to the costing submodel in order to calculate
manufacturing part costs. Numerous process schematics, including both single and
multiple part type process layouts, are capable of being modeled by the system. Looping,
branching, inspection, rework, and multiple part type flows are accommodated by the
submodel. Primary inputs for the queuing network include:
*process layout,
*shift lengths,
*batch sizes,
*pallet sizes,
*cycle and set-up time parameters,
*machine performance parameters,
*yields,
*part mix, and
*target production volumes.
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The process submodel analyzes the performance of the manufacturing process.
Results are output for each part type flowing through the process by operation. Because
the Production Cost Planner is capable of modeling up to eight years of an individual
scenario, outputs are given for each of the eight years, and include:
*production volumes needed to fulfill the target,
*part-specific and aggregate station utilizations,
*total manufacturing times,
-mean inventories, and
'pallet transportation requirements.
The machine count required at each station, geographic locations within a business unit
where operations on a part take place, can be compouted by the process submodel based
on a 95% station utilization, or input by the user.
Costing Submodel
Upon examination of the process submodel output, the user has the option of
either continuing on to the costing submodel or altering one or more process submodel
inputs and rerunning the scenario. Input data alteration occurs until the operator is
satisfied with the results of the process submodel. Once the process submodel functions
to the user's satisfaction, she then proceeds on to the costing portion of the model. This
portion of the model computes all of the costs directly linked to the production line, but
in its current form does not handle costs for indirect labor, most support personnel,
managers, development and testing, and engineering. Inputs for the costing submodel
include:
*operator and machine maintenance wage rates,
*durable tool and equipment purchase costs,
'inventory carrying cost percentages,
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*total business unit transport costs,
*tax rates, and some other financial data.
The costs output by the Production Cost Planner are categorized into four groups:
part-related, batch-related, pallet-related, and other costs. Part-related costs consist
of operator labor, perishable tools, machine utilities, and the different material costs.
The only batch-related cost covered is set-up labor. Pallet-related costs include
inventory carrying and materials handling costs. The final category comprised of other
costs contains longer-term process-linked costs such as equipment, durable tools,
maintenance, and building rent. Costs are computed for only one part type, termed the
evaluation part, by operation. The other part types flowing through the evaluation
part's process schematic are included within the process submodel because of the effect
they have on the manufacturing performance of the process. Because the Production
Cost Planner is capable of modeling up to eight years of an individual scenario, outputs
are given for each of the eight years. In addition, a summary annual process cost as well
as a bottom-line annual part cost gets computed.
Verification
Hypothetical test scenarios were initially used to test the FORTRAN code and Excel
macros and, thus, substantiate the Production Cost Planner capabilities. The model
results from these test scenarios were analyzed and compared to results obtained
through hand calculations. This checked the program flow and the solution techniques
employed. However, in order to confirm the expected manufacturing behaviors, only
single parameters could be changed. Keeping track of the changes produced from the
alteration of more than two manufacturing input parameters at a single time proved
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impossible. Nonetheless, typical Pratt & Whitney business unit manufacturing cases
are much larger in scope and have numerous parameters changing simultaneously.
Consequently, the model results needed to be compared with actual business unit
manufacturing performance. Besides examining the synergies involved in multiple
parameter changes, substantiation of the simplifying assumptions, such as those
involved with the queuing, was also required.
Direct comparison between the Production Cost Planner results and the existing
Pratt & Whitney standard cost prediction was infeasible due to the overhead aggregation
and distortions within the supporting transfer cost system. Since all of the costing
relations utilized by the Production Cost Planner costing submodel operate by accepted
costing methods, it follows that this costing submodel should provide sound results if the
process submodel results are valid. Consequently, the verification mainly focused on the
process submodel output values. The validation studies included an existing,
conventional production part process, the diffuser case, and a venture, non-conventional
production process, the hollow fan blade. The diffuser case verified the solution
techniques employed by the process submodel. The hollow fan blade scenarios validated
the Production Cost Planner's ability to make relative comparisons among the different
model runs.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE SEARCH: COST ESTIMATION
METHODOLOGIES
COSTING METHODOLOGY CATEGORIES
Several standard costing techniques are used to estimate the likely cost of a jet
engine: "bottom-up" method, cost-estimating relationships (CERs), expert opinion,
specific analogies. All of these costing concepts are also applicable to other industries.
Expert opinion, subjective input parameters based on sound engineering experience, is
employed to ascertain risk, difficulty, and scaling factors as well as man-power
requirements relating the use of advanced material, mechanical, manufacturing process,
and aerodynamic technologies in new engine designs. Specific analogies is a methodology
used to obtain estimates on new development engines by direct comparison with current
production engines. The "bottom-up" method is a building block procedure utilizing
detailed industrial and manufacturing engineering and financial input to project engine
cost. Cost-estimating relationships estimate the cost of future engines by means of a
regression analysis of numerous variables, such as engine material composition,
performance, schedule, and cost. The above techniques can be classified into two
categories: statistical approach and engineering approach.
STATISTICAL COSTING TECHNIQUE
Cost-estimating relationships (CERs) estimate the cost of future engines by
means of a regression analysis of numerous variables based on historical engines. Such
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variables include: engine material composition, performance, schedule, and cost . The
historical engine data is usually obtained from a wide variety of companies over a large
time frame.
Advantages
All of the statistical costing systems possess many similar advantages and
disadvantages. The primary advantage of this type of model is the minimal amount of
input data needed, facilitating its usage in strategic and preliminary design studies.
Because the inputs are simple, these models can easily be applied with a calculator or
spreadsheet. Updating the CERs, as well as developing new CERs, follows set statistical
procedures easily automated via computer programs. Data for recalculating the equation
coefficients comes directly from historical engine performance parameters, eliminating
the need for expert model construction. Finally, numerous statistical tests exist for
validating CERs, including confidence intervals, standard deviations of regression
scatter, correlation factors, auto-correlation tests, and the F-test.
Disadvantages
Yet, there are several disadvantages inherent to this approach. First, the CERs
are derived using variables known during the strategic and preliminary design phase;
hence, this approach is not valid later in the design phase. (9) Second, this approach
can only be used to estimate costs of similar systems. If the design varies substantially,
the CERs do not adequately model the system. Third, if the system is initially evaluated
as a whole, then subsets cannot be evaluated using the same database. Fourth, a database
of cost parameters from a variety of companies may have inherent distortions due to the
differing company cost accounting systems. Last, the choice of the CER variables is a
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trial and error or experimental procedure.
STATISTICAL COSTING TECHNIQUE: EXAMPLES
Several statistical approaches were researched. The first type, depicted by the
RAND and Grumman models, attempts to estimate the total engine cost based on industry-
wide data. The second methodology, referred to as the Maurier factors, incorporates raw
materials within the CERs. The third technique, employed by Pratt & Whitney's EAGLE
model, makes use of a set of individual parametric equations for each major engine
component.
RAND and Grumman Models
Numerous CERs have been devised by the RAND Corporation for computing the
costs of jet engines and airframes. (10) These CERs rely on input data available early
in the design stage, such as thrust, weight, airflow, and specific fuel consumption. The
coefficients for the CERs were obtained using both commercial and military jet engines
produced over 30 years by several different companies. Adjustments were made for
inflation, varying cost-accounting methodologies, and technological state-of-the-art of
the jet engines. Unfortunately, insufficient data points existed for producing
statistically viable models. In fact, the performance of the RAND models on statistical
tests was so poor as to render them effectively useless.
The Grumman model predicted life cycle costs for entire weapon systems in a
manner similar to the RAND model, except that they treated the technology factor
slightly differently. Grumman's method has separate CERs for engine life cycle cost,
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including engine production cost. These CERs employed both RAND data and industry
sources. Because the model emphasizes full weapon systems costs, its validity for
predicting engine production costs has not been thoroughly tested.(11)
Maurer Factor Model
"Engine materials account for 66 percent of the cost of engines at Pratt &
Whitney and represents 75 percent of purchasing's annual commitment."(12) One can
thus deduce that materials inputs should be significant independent variables in CERs.
However, a jet engine contains so many different materials with widely varying costs
that making independent variables for each material is totally infeasible. In order to use
materials inputs in CERs, a method is needed for representing the approximate materials
cost for the entire engine in a single variable. R.J. Maurer of NAVAIRSYSCOM pioneered
this approach with his materials factor model.
The Maurer Factor Model predicts engine cost utilizing material related
variables in addition to typical RAND model independent variables such as thrust and
turbine inlet temperature. If the weight and material breakdown of an engine is known,
the Maurer Factor provides usable results. The Maurer Factor equation is:
Maurer Factor = Z (w* f)
where:
w = gross weight of all engine parts made of this material
f = relative cost compared to base material
The gross weight equals the weight of the part as raw material before any metal removal.
When originally developed, the relative material costs were based upon the percentage of
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nickel and cobalt by weight, with alloys containing less than 24% nickel and cobalt
serving as the base factor. Titanium alloys were included separately.(13) Later work
modernized and extended the metallurgical classifications, and better accounted for
different material-linked manufacturing techniques.(14) None of the models attempted
to account for ceramics, polymers, or composites.
Use of the Maurer Factor models has several advantages. Unlike the RAND
models, even the early equations reliably predicted engine costs within 25% of actual
cost. The extended models should provide better predictive capabilities. The use of
Maurer factors also helps account for manufacturing technology changes, as long as
engine material composition remains primarily metallurgical. Finally, the model is
not much more difficult to use than the RAND model. However, obtaining gross weights
of engine components is difficult or impossible in the preliminary design stage. Even
when the required data is available, computing the Maurer Factor can be a tedious task.
Barrett and Koenig attempted to overcome this problem by developing equations
for estimating Maurer Factors using RAND type independent variables. Usage of
estimated Maurer Factors keeps the user from having to find gross weights, and makes
the approach as easy to use as the RAND model. This method showed some promise, with
one of ten tested models meeting the 25% criteria for larger engines, and another model
meeting the same test for smaller engines. Unfortunately, none of the models passed all
of the statistical tests, making their usage unreliable. A larger database would help
remedy this problem. However, additional usable data may not be available because of
the increased employment of non-metals in advanced engines. Extension of the Maurer
Factor models to non-metals would provide a useful modernization of the technique.(15)
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EAGLE
EAGLE is an engine/airframe life cycle cost model developed by Pratt & Whitney
in 1982. The model arrives at a life cycle cost for the engine design that best fits the
input criteria, accounting for both engine/airframe interaction as well as mission
statement. The modular construction analyzes four aspects of engine costs individually:
development cost, operating cost, acquisition cost, support and maintenance cost. Of
interest to this report is the acquisition module. The acquisition module consists of CERs
for each of the seventeen engine components. For each component cost estimating
relationships relate design parameters, but not non-performance related factors, to the
manufacturing cost. The total acquisition cost is obtained by summing the results from
each of the individual components. Future manufacturing improvements are
incorporated within the acquisition model based on historical trends.(16)
ENGINEERING COSTING TECHNIQUE
This "bottom-up" method is a building block procedure utilizing detailed
industrial and manufacturing engineering and financial input to project engine cost.
Consequently, it avoids cost allocation issues inherent in the statistical approach.
Individual parts within a system can be modeled separately. The individual parts can
then collectively predict the cost of the whole system. The use of more detailed
manufacturing process and cost data allows for results with greater accuracy. This
approach has increased sensitivity to tradeoff between all of the different cost
parameters involved, including machine purchase costs, overtime labor costs, and
inventory costs.
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However, two major disadvantages exist. First, because the "built-up" approach
requires detailed input, the output from this methodology can be flooded with too much
detail. Having to decipher amongst all the output can be trying, thereby hindering ease
of alternative cost comparisons. Second, unlike the employment of statistical tests for
statistical approach verification, engineering methodology substantiation necessitates
the use of test cases. Numerous test cases with varying input parameters must be
examined. An example of this approach is exemplified by the individual process models
created at MIT's Materials Systems Laboratory. (17)
MIT Materials Systems Laboratory Process Models
As part of a long-term ongoing effort at the Materials Systems Laboratory under
the direction of Prof. Joel Clark, numerous cost models for individual manufacturing
processes have been developed, particularly for polymers and aircraft composites.
These models break down the individual process costs into labor, energy, materials, and
equipment costs. Tooling costs are divided between equipment and materials costs,
depending on the lifespan of the tools involved. With a few exceptions such as equipment
cost, the models apply simplified physical relationships to predict the cost-driving
manufacturing parameters. For equipment costs, the models rely on regressed equations
based on an industry-wide sample of costs for the equipment type. Queuing, inventory,
and materials handling costs are neglected. These models represent typical process costs
for the industry in question. Because of this, most financial considerations, such as
inflation, interest, and tax rates, were either simplified or ignored since they vary with
location.
Electronic spreadsheets serve as the computing medium for all of the newer
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models. Using such spreadsheet greatly eases system construction, operation, and
updates. In addition, the models can be used in a highly interactive manner to perform
optimization studies. However, the sheets allow only very limited computational
iterations and do not permit sequential calculations. Furthermore, linking different
models together to represent an entire manufacturing line rapidly becomes an
impossible task for lines longer than about four process steps. The links have to be hard-
wired into the spreadsheet as no easy flexible linkage method exists.
RANKING THE COSTING TECHNIQUES
Numerous reasons exist for not adopting any of the existing models mentioned in
the literature review. The existing models were judged based on the seven process
costing criteria discussed in the introduction and reiterated below.
1 ) A formalized procedure for determining part manufacturing cost should
be sensitive to changes in manufacturing process parameters so that cost variations can
be detected to the satisfaction of the model user. The RAND and Grumman models lacked
sensitivity to process parameters, because all of the independent variables were
performance-linked, except for TOA, an extremely broad measure of industry-wide
engine technological sophistication. The Maurer Factor models possessed sensitivity to
material type and machinability, but failed to account for process layout and non-
material process parameters. EAGLE had similar problems, yet had more sensitivity
because of the engine component breakdown. On the other hand, the models based on the
engineering approach fulfilled this requirement.
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2) In order that the user have a clear understanding of the required input
variables to perform the modeling herself, the system must not be complicated. All of
the models can be extended to include user-friendly interfaces. Unlike the statistical
approach, the other two approaches require knowledge of the manufacturing process and
design parameters in order to produce an intelligently constructed model.
3) A cost model should be flexible enough to allow customizing to any
functional group's or company's needs. The flexibility of the cost model depends on
which methodology its framework was constructed from. The engineering-based models
proved to be more adaptable than those constructed via the statistical approach. The
RAND, Grumman, and Maurer Factor models could not have been customized to a specific
company, because insufficient data points exists for producing statistically viable
models. EAGLE, on the other hand, is company-specific; yet, adaptability to diverse
functional group needs necessitates the rebuilding of the CERs. The MIT Materials
Systems Laboratory costing procedure models any individual manufacturing operation
yet cannot adequately handle series of operations. If the process is not in the system
library, the user must construct a new customized model, a task of graduate thesis
magnitude.
4) A generic cost model would facilitate cost methodology commonality among
the various functional groups. The diverse needs among the various functional groups
necessitates the construction of a generic model, namely, a model that is constructed
from more detailed information which can be altered to suit different group needs.
5) A methodology for estimating part cost should avoid the distortions
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inherent within existing cost accounting systems, such as Pratt & Whitney's Transfer
Cost System. Allocation-induced distortions occur in all of the statistical models,
particularly those using data across companies. Models constructed using the
engineering or built-up approach avoid these problems.
6) A parts cost model should provide sufficient insight into the causes of the
burdened overhead percentage. None of the models provided insight into the causes of the
burdened overhead percentage that is applied to part cost.
7) Failing to account for technology change and advanced manufacturing
techniques within cost estimates can lead to misleading results. All the cost models
attempted to account for technological change. The RAND and Grumman models utilized
the TOA factor; however, this factor was based on the average technological
sophistication of the industry. The Maurer Factor incorporated technological advances
via metallurgical usage, yet failed to account for non-metallic substitutes. EAGLE
handled technological advances using delta factors based on historical trends. Because
use of the engineering approach requires detailed modeling of specific processes, it
automatically accounts for technological change.
8) The data base structure should be compatible with potentially conflicting,
existing data bases in order to ease data upkeep. Maintenance of the data base structure,
whether based on an engineering or statistical approach, is necessary. However, those
individuals from the numerous functional groups whose job it may be to update data
bases or reconstruct new CERs, must be given some incentive. The best incentive is if
they are able to use the model and benefit from its output.
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CHAPTER 3: PRODUCTION COST PLANNER OVERVIEW
ENGINEERING METHODOLOGY: JUSTIFICATION
In order to best fulfill Pratt & Whitney needs for a modellirg methodology, the
engineering approach was selected. The accuracy, sensitivity, and flexibility required
by Pratt & Whitney made usage of the statistical method impossible. Pratt & Whitney
wanted a model with detailed costing information by process step, sufficient sensitivity
for comparative studies, and the flexibility to model many different types of process
flows. Sufficient data required to fulfill these needs using the statistical approach does
not exist in accessible form. In addition, much of the part costing data available contains
accounting distortions which propagate through the different levels of detail within the
accounting system. Consequently, the "built-up" approach was selected as the
framework for model construction.
ENGINEERING METHODOLOGY: MODEL CAPABILITIES
Having chosen the type of approach, the next task was to evaluate existing
engineering-based systems employed at Pratt & Whitney. Upon examination of the
existing models, as will be proven later, the systems did not meet the model
specifications developed by David Allan and myself. One of the specifications is a system
that is sensitive to manufacturing performance variations, thereby reflecting those
changes to the cost of operation. Second the model should be sensitive to these variations
on both a macro and micro level. Macro level capability involves sensitivity to
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manufacturing layout. Micro level capability, on the other hand, involves the ability to
link part cost to the individual operation. Consequently, the user is able to quickly
determine which operation requires process improvements. Furthermore, such a micro
link would facilitate operation-linked cost computations.
Process-Linked Specifications
The system should work for any job shop or flowline without restricted queue
lengths, the typical methods of manufacturing at Pratt & Whitney. Looping, branching,
alternative steps, and multiple part type flows should be accommodated by the model.
The model should be sensitive to inputs such as process layout, shift lengths, batch sizes,
pallet sizes, cycle time parameters, machine performance parameters, machine counts,
yields, part-type mix, and target production volumes. Outputs for each part type by
operation should include production volumes needed to fulfill the target, utilizations,
total manufacturing times, mean inventories, and pallet transportation requirements.
Cost-Linked Specifications
The system's costing feature would ideally use the process related output, detailed
above, to compute the cost of operation, namely, to perform the operation-linked cost
computations. The costs would be both a function of direct as well as indirect
consequences of the manufacturing operation. Examples of direct costs include operator
and set-up labor, perishable and durable tools, raw material, inventory costs, and
equipment costs. Support personnel, development and testing, and engineering staff
represent the indirect cost of operation. In addition to the operation-linked costs, the
system should provide a bottom-line part cost figure.
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EXISTING MANUFACTURING/COST MODEL COMPARISONS
Numerous systems exist for relating production performance parameters to
product costs. The models for doing this can be grouped along two dimensions, how well a
modelling system incorporates stoichastic effects, and how well it automates costing
computations. Probabilistic attributes of these systems can be categorized as
deterministic, non-iterative stoichastic, and iterative stoichastic simulations, while the
costing capabilities can be characterized as nonexistent, cycle time and overhead linked,
and process parameter linked. Figure 1 summarizes the systems' capabilities ranked on
both stoichastic effect and costing feature incorporation.
COSTING METHODOLOGY
CYCLE TIME AND PROCESS PARAMETER
NONEXISTENT OVERHEAD LINKED LINKED
DETERMINISTIC
NON-ITERATIVE
ANALYTICAL
ITERATIVE
SIMULATION
Figure 1: Costing versus Probability Modeling Methodology Comparisons -
compared are the different commercially available models which best
fulfill the process costing features (courtesy of The P & W Report,
18A)
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NON-PROBABILISTIC MODELS
Simple Bottleneck Model
The deterministic models completely ignore probability effects. The least
complicated of these models is the Simple Bottleneck Model. The bottleneck process step
is determined by selecting the highest utilization among those computed for all the
stations. Once the bottleneck location is known, maximum production rates for the parts
flowing through the shop can be found. This model offers no automated costing features;
any cost computations desired must be performed by the user. Because of this model's
simplicity, the data demands are minimal.
Some deterministic models do incorporate costing features, however, the costs
are a function of overhead factors. Costimator Tm and numerous performance models for
individual material removal operations (18) are examples of such deterministic models.
The MIT Materials Systems Laboratory models, detailed previously, do approach the cost
of individual operations in a more sophisticated fashion, since they break down the
individual process costs into labor, energy, materials, tooling and equipment costs. This
report refers to costing linked to process performance as process parameter linked
costing.
Costimator TM
CostimatorT , currently employed at Pratt & Whitney, estimates the number of
both set-up and cycle time hours, based on standard time-motion studies, necessary to
perform an individual operation. The cost of the operation is then estimated by
multiplying the estimated total time by a specified business unit overhead factor. Part
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production costs are calculated by summing each individual operational cost.
Unfortunately, the primitive costing feature deems the costing portion of the system non-
usable by Pratt & Whitney.(19)
Production Rate Models
The various performance models for individual material removal operations
allow the user either to optimize on production rate or machining cost. The production
rate model takes machining speeds and feeds, material machinability, depth of cut, and
tool geometry into account but fails to cover the global drivers of production rate. Using
similar equations, the machining cost model trades off between cutting costs and tool
reconditioning costs. Cutting costs include machine utility, set-up, loading, tool change,
and feed costs; tool reconditioning costs consist of tool consumption and resharpening
costs. Unfortunately, knowledge of cost of an individual operation does not provide a
clear indication of the actual part cost because of the numerous cost and process
parameters neglected. Furthermore, use of these models requires large amounts of
empirical data, mostly obtained via experimentation and testing within the individual
companies. This applies especially to aerospace companies because of the specialized
materials and unique processes used.
PROBABILISTIC MODELS
Unlike the deterministic models, the non-iterative, non-simulation models do
incorporate probability effects. The use of queuing allows for analytical approximations
of manufacturing performance based on long-term, steady-state behavior. Examples to
be detailed include Solberg's Capacity Planning Model, numerous transfer line models,
and Operations PlannerTm .
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Solberg's Capacity Planning Model
Solberg's Capacity Planning Model is a modelling methodology geared toward
automated flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). It models FMSs using a closed-loop,
infinite buffer, exponential queuing network whose nodes consist of the individual pooled
machining stations and the pallet transporter. Neglected are scrap rates, rework
probabilities and times, and partial pallet processing. Part mix and multiple station
visits do get accounted for. The model provides a maximum production rate for the line
and machine utilizations for each station. Aggregate system mean inventory counts can
be computed using these results. Costs are totally neglected, though many of the model
output parameters can be used to obtain costs. (20)
Transfer Line Model
The basic structure of a transfer line model is a single buffer sandwiched
between two stations. The buffer represents the area in which inventory gets
temporarily stored; the maximum buffer capacity is a variable within the model.
Machine pooling is not allowed, therefore, each station contains only a single machine.
Station 1's machine is never starved and station 2's machine is never blocked. Other
model limitations include no part mix allowances as well as scrap-free operation. The
model predicts: station utilization, starvation, and blockage probabilities, mean buffer
size, and the system production output. (21)
Two-machine transfer line models, accounting for exponential, continuous, and
discrete processing times, can be solved for. A cumbersome solution exists for a three-
machine transfer line. No analytical solutions exist for larger lines. Instead, the
performance of larger transfer lines is approximated by decomposing the line into a
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series of two station/single buffer modules, thus obtaining the same result types as the
two-machine models. Using the large transfer line methodology, production lines
containing converging forks and linear series can be modeled. However, feedback loops,
occurring when a part returns to a station that it has already been processed at, as well
as alternate diverging branches, cannot be modeled. Uke the Solberg model, no coverage
of cost issues exists. (21)
Operations PlannerTM
Operations Planner' is a model that operates based on the principles of an open
Jackson queuing network. The flexibility of the system allows for individual station
linkage, thereby modeling feedback loops, alternate steps, converging branches, and
diverging branches. These linkages are illustrated on the computer while the user is
setting up the manufacturing layout. The system also accounts for multiple part types
flowing through the production line. Detailed information is entered on both a station
and operation level. For every station, inputs include: the target production percentage
that passes through the station, machine counts, available time, and number of
operators. For every operation, for each part type, inputs include: cycle time, set-up
time, and batch sizes. The production line performance, based on individual station
performances, is evaluated, and outputs include: utilizations, mean inventory, average
wait times, and processing times. However, the costing portion of the model is not used
by the two companies at UTC who employ the model. The costing feature is basically
numerous overhead factors applied to the computed processing times. Hamilton
Standard and the P&W Overhaul and Repair Center only use the system to evaluate
production line performance and machine purchasing schedules.
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SIMULATION MODELS
Iterative simulation attempts to reproduce the performance of the manufacturing
system using a computer. While the previously described models represent analytical
approximations based on long-term, steady-state behavior, simulations "...are obser-
vations subject to experimental error."(22) Consequently, multiple simulation runs
are required which must be subject to statistical tests. The flexibility inherent within
simulation techniques allows the user to model complex systems which cannot otherwise
be evaluated. However, simulations take many times longer to construct and implement
than analytical models.
Numerous simulation systems currently exist in the open market, examples of
which include XCEL M , ProMod TM, WitnessTM , and SLAM IIm . XCELTM , ProModTM , and
WitnessT are used predominantly to estimate production system performance. The
latter simulation package permits the operator to view the production flow, based on the
probability functions assigned to each operation, on the computer screen. SLAM IITM is
not a simulation package, but a simulation language that may be used to write
manufacturing simulation packages. Unfortunately, none of the packages incorporate any
costing features.
The Production Cost Planner, the subject of this report, is a non-iterative,
analytical model with process parameter linked costing for job shops and flowlines. A
deterministic approach was not chosen because that methodology is too simplistic to
adequately model complex, job shop, production set-ups. While an iterative simulation
approach could model these production flows, the time needed to develop such a model is
prohibitive. Existing systems also lack essential process costing features; they do not
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have the ability to employ process parameter linked costing on job shops or flowlines.
PRODUCTUION COST PLANNER MODEL INTERFACE
The type of interface chosen to facilitate interactions between the process and
costing submodels was essential to the successful implementation of the Production Cost
Planner within Pratt & Whitney. Figure 2 is a simplified flowchart depicting the two
submodels' interactions between the spreadsheet and Fortran environments. The
spreadsheet serves as the environment in which the user works, calling Fortran
programs for complex calculations. A spreadsheet was chosen to serve as the model
interface because coding the model interface was infeasible within the limited available
time frame. Furthermore, the issue of user-friendliness prompted the experimentation
with several commercially accessible spreadsheet packages: Lotus Tm 1-2-3 version
2.01, VP Planner1M , and ExcelTM.
VP PlannerTM , while similar to 1-2-3 version 2.01's structure and layout, does
allow the developer to create primitive menus and customized data entry forms.
However, the spreadsheet capabilities of both are limited. Because only a single
spreadsheet can be opened at once, the whole model would have to be developed within one
worksheet. Although the user could extract specific manufacturing processes from a
library of predefined processes, she would have to manually link the different process
steps together with the corresponding formulas! Consequently, recalculation time would
become extremely long, and scrolling through thousands of cells would quickly become
unmanageable. In addition, instead of possessing powerful reporting capabilities,
awkward procedures exist, particularly for printing graphs. The user has to store the
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Flow Chart Legend:
F"1 Spreadsheet Enviroment
c Fortran enviroment
Figure 2: Simplified Flowchart of the Interactions Between the Process and Costing
Submodels (courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Report)
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graph on disk, leave the 1-2-3 environment and enter its sister application,
PrintGraph.
Not only did this package prove to be very cumbersome for the user but equally if
not more so for the developers. 1-2-3 possesses little beyond basic, unsophisticated,
keystroke macro programming capabilities. A traceable list of all the formulas that the
source cell is linked to is not possible. Furthermore, the ability to hide single cells is a
programming detriment because of the probability of writing over the hidden area.
Excel m proved to be the critical structural link required by the Production Cost
Planner framework. Usage of Excel Tm permitted and facilitated the development of a
complicated group of programs with user-friendly interfaces in a much shorter time
period than would otherwise be possible. It offers a direct control linkage to nonstandard
applications via macros, a user-friendly interface, vast reporting features, tailored
data entry forms, customized command menus, and traceable formula links across sheets.
Before opting on ExcelTM , its competition, LotusTM 1-2-3 release 3, was benchmarked.
Excel"M versus LotusTM 1-2-3 Release 3
In light of the fact that "spreadsheets are evolving into the universal interface to
data" (23), a tradeoff study was conducted by the National Software Testing
Laboratories (NSTL) to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of the two leading
spreadsheets currently on the market: ExcelTM 2.0 and Lotus TM 1-2-3, release 3.
Although Excel Tm does not have Lotusm's 3-D workspace and relational data base, it far
outweighs 1-2-3 with its user-friendly graphic interface and vast reporting functions.
Where ExcelT makes use of a mouse for 'point and click' control, Lotus m still requires
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users to rely totally on the keyboard. Pull-down menus guide new Excell users to make
easy and intuitive selections whereas "1-2-3's menu system makes novices feel like
they're lost in a labyrinth." ExcelP's dialogue boxes allow for a variety of tailorable
data entry styles and forms. Such customization features prove essential in data entry
ease. Excel"'s powerful reporting capabilities include: "..preview capabilities, visual
page margins, easy and accurate font selection, and flexible graphics." 1-2-3, on the
other hand, does not feature these reporting functions.(24)
Both spreadsheet packages allow for formula links to be established across
sheets. Unlike LotusTM , ExcelTM has a built-in CELL INFO function which allows the user
to view a list of all the formulas that the source cell is liked to. This feature becomes
increasingly significant as the number of sheets grows. Macros within the spreadsheet
environment automatically perform complicated sequential tasks such as looping
arithmetic calculations and data file management. More importantly, Excelm macros,
utilizing the WindowsTM interface, can access and manipulate nonstandard applications,
such as Fortran programs, running under DOS. Lotus Tm macros do not exhibit this type
of direct control. Furthermore, recorded Lotusm macros require more editing.
The NSTL conducted further tests to ascertain speed and capacity characteristics
inherent within the two spreadsheet systems. They concluded the following:
1) Load Time : It takes approximately the same amount of time to load an Excel TM
2.0 and a LotusTm 1-2-3 , version 3 worksheet.
2) Worksheet Capacity : Excel TM has approximately 30% greater spreadsheet
capacity than LotusTm.
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3) Recalculation : LotusT M calculates about eight times faster than Excelm . With
1MB of extended memory it loads into extended first freeing up conventional
memory.
Overall, the advantageous characteristics Excellm exhibits outweigh its slower
recalculation speed; the structure of the Production Cost Planner necessitated its usage.
Presently, ExcelTM users can access dBase files. In the near future, Microsoft will be
focusing its efforts on extending Excelw's system capability to incorporate the SQL
server, enabling spreadsheet users on networked PCs to access date from diverse and
incompatible data bases. This represents an important feature since disparate databases
prevail at Pratt & Whitney.
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CHAPTER 4: PRODUCTION COST PLANNER: PROCESS
SUBMODEL FRAMEWORK
Chapter 4 will detail the Production Cost Planner nomenclature necessary to
transform a manufacturing layout into a model-readable process flow linkage schematic.
The schematic linkages together with numerous process parameter data get input into the
process submodel. Examples of the process parameters include: part mix, pallet and
batch size, machine count, target production volume, machine breakdown rates, scrap
and rework rates, manpower requirements, and learning effects. Alterations may be
made to these input process variables in order to examine the effect they have on part
cost. The entries are made in a spreadsheet environment which contains twelve data
entry sheets.
PROCESS SUBMODEL INPUTS
Appendix A, the User's Manual, details the input spreadsheets. Each input
structure sheet is illustrated and an explanation for each input variable is provided for.
A more extensive explanation of the process submodel inputs is given below.
Cycle Time
Cycle time incorporates the time associated with both the automatic and the
manual segments of the processing time. The manual segment is the time the operator
takes to load and unload a part, to inspect the part either visually or through the use of
handheld tools, such as gages, as well as to perform non-automated tool changes. The
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automatic segment is the time that the tool is in contact with the part. The tool may be a
cutting tool or a probe, for example. In addition, any automated time associated with
automated pallet or tool changers is tacked on to the automatic cycle time values.
Learning curve theory is employed by the model and applied to only the manual
portion of cycle time, since the non-variable or automatic portion of cycle time does not
change or improve with the continual repetition of an operation. Application of the
learning curve theory is valid when:
1 ) the production line consists mostly of manual labor,
2) the operations performed are continuously repeated,
3) the parts being manufactured are complex,
4) management is persistent with process improvement initiatives, such
as quality control, and
5) outside influences that may effect the learning rate, such as significant
technological changes, do not take place during the time frame of the
manufacturing study.(25)
Basically, "... each time the total quantity of items produced doubles, the cost per item is
reduced to a constant percentage of its previous cost...", if the learning theory
applies.(25) The constant percentage is termed the learning curve percentage. For
example, if the learning curve has an 85% coefficient, then the cost of producing the
64th unit is 85% more than the cost of fabricating the 128th part.
The Production Cost Planner, which employs the unit cost model as opposed to the
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cumulative average cost model, calculates the learning effects based on batch size for set-
up time and single units for cycle time. The unit cost model is primarily used by a
company that has acquired a solid background of experience from manufacturing
comparable parts. It is also used by the majority of firms that employ learning curves,
principally because the cumulative average cost model cannot account for major changes
in design or manufacturing methods. (25) However, the results of both types of
learning curve models fail to incorporate the increase in indirect labor costs, that to
some degree offset the decrease in direct labor requirements.
Set-up Time
Set-up time is a function of workpiece complexity and lot size. It includes all the
time associated with setting up the machine for a batch of parts. Learning effects apply
to all of the set-up time.
Annual Available Processing and Regular Time
Annual Available Processing Time represents the amount of time that an
individual station is available to process parts; it is defined by the following equation:
Annual Available Processing Time =
(# Hours/Shift) * (# Working Days/Year) * (# Shifts Worked/Day)
Every station within the process schematic may have varying Annual Available
Processing Times for each of the eight years of the model run. This is accomplished by
allowing the user to enter the number of shift worked per day for each station. The
number of hours per shift and the number of working days per year are constant values
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applicable to every station.
Annual Available Regular Time plays a role in determining the amount of annual
overtime worked at a process step; it is defined be y the following expression:
Annual Available Regular Time =
(#Hours/Shift)*(#Non-Overtime Shifts/Day*(#Days/Yr)
The Annual Regular Processing Time, a constant value for the whole schematic, is
compared to the the Annual Available Processing Time for each process step. Whenever
the available time is greater than the processing time, the step in question will have
operators working overtime, an annual amount equal to the difference between the two
times.
Operation-Linked Performance Parameters
Four operation-linked performance parameters have been incorporated into the
process submodel. A single operation consists of all tasks performed on a part before a
new set-up is necessary. Operations are part-specific. Two of the variables, Mean
Time to Failure (MTTF) and Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), are adjustments to automatic
cycle time to account for machine failures. The rework percentage is applied to
automatic cycle times, manual cycle times, and set-up times to cover rework performed
for each operation. Finally, operation yields represent the time lost in manufacturing
scrapped parts. Individual values for each of these variables are applied to the
individual operations but do not change over the eight year span of the model.
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MTTF represents the mean working time a machine will operate until a failure
occurs, while MTTR represents the mean time needed to repair the machine after it fails.
Using these two values, the percentage of time the machine operates is given by:
Machine Up Time Percentage = MTTF/(MTTR + MTTF)
The automatic cycle time is divided by this percentage in order to cover the loss in
annual available time due to machine failure.
The other two input variables, process yield and rework percentage, cover
failures in producing acceptable parts. As stated before, rework percentages are applied
to all of processing times in a similar manner as the Machine Up Time Percentage.
Process yields are applied to the productions required for an operation. An operation's
input production has been defined as the output production divided by the process yield.
Input productions targets have to be completed to meet output targets, since the model
assumes that a part does not get scrapped until after the operation gets completed.
Batch and Pallet Sizes
Batch sizes and pallet sizes are operation-linked parameter inputs that are
entered for each of the eight years of the model run. Pallet size represents the number
of parts being transported from one operation to the next. Consequently, this variable
effects inventory build-up in front of each station. Batch size, on the other hand,
represents the number of the parts being processed at an individual operation before a
new set-up is performed. The batch sizes affect the model by altering the mean
processing times for each operation. Batch sizes should be approximately equal to or
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smaller than pallet sizes when parts with different processing times get manufactured
simultaneously in the job shop. If the batch size is much greater than the pallet size, the
machine will be idle more often than accounted for by the queuing rules, primarily the
First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) assumption. The machine will have to wait for the
remainder of the batch to arrive, even though other part types are in the queue waiting
for processing.
PROCESS SUBMODEL OUTPUTS
Process submodel outputs get calculated for every operation. The results from
the process submodel are detailed below. They include: input production required,
number of pallets transported, processing times, utilizations, inventories, lead times,
and machines required.
Input Production Required
Regardless of schematic configuration, the input production of a station
multiplied by the its yield percentage equals the station's output. For each station, each
part type that gets processed at the station has an associated yield percentage; hence,
input productions are calculated for each part type.
Number of Pallets Transported
The process submodel tracks the transportation of pallets by station for every
part type. Part types do not get mixed on a single pallet. Each station is responsible for
both the transport of pallets arriving at its location and the transport of scrapped parts
out of the station. The number of pallets transported to a station is given by the station's
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input production divided by its pallet size; the number of scrapped parts transported
out of the station is computed by multiplying the station's input production by the scrap
rate. In addition, the final output stations are responsible for the transport of pallets
containing completed parts out of the station.
Annual Processing Times
In summary, four annual processing times are incorporated within the process
submodel. Two have been defined already, namely, the cycle and set-up times for each
operation. The sum of the cycle and set-up times equals the total time required to
perform that operation. Aggregate time is the fourth; it is used to account for the fact
that more than one operation may be performed at a single station. Aggregate time equals
the sum of the total time for each operation performed at a single station. It therefore
represents the total time that an individual station spends processing all of the part
types that flow through it.
Utilizations
The utilization at a station is defined as the percentage of time spent processing
parts, with the Annual Available Processing Time serving as the percentage base. There
are two types of station utilizations: aggregate and part-specific. A part-specific
utilization is associated with each part type at a station; it equals the part type's total
time divided by the Annual Available Processing Time. Aggregate utilizations equal the
percentage of time a station spends processing all of the different part types; it is
equivalent to the aggregate time divided by the Annual Available Processing Time.
Consequently, if a station only processes a single part type, the aggregate utilization of
the station will equal the station's part-specific utilization. If the station is working the
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Annual Available Processing Time, the aggregate utilization equals 100%. Aggregate
utilizations over 100% are not allowed, because queues in the process grow without
bounds.
Inventory
The queue in front of each station can contain a mix of part types waiting for
different kinds of operations. Only one queue exists in front of each station, even though
the station may contain several machines operating in parallel. The process submodel
computes the mean number of each part type either waiting in the queue or being
processed. When parts loop back to a station, the submodel not only distinguishes
between part types, but also differentiates between parts of the same type waiting for
different operations.
Mean Wait (Lead)Times
With the use of Little's Rule (26) the mean wait (lead) time, the average time
the part spends waiting in queue and being fabricated, is calculated for each part type for
each process step. Furthermore, a total mean wait time is estimated for each part type.
Machines Required
The number of machines necessary at each station may either be estimated by the
model or input by the user. If the machine count is entered by the user, it is used as a
model constraint. If not entered, the process submodel estimates the station machine
count, increasing the station machine count by one if the station's utilization exceeds
95%.
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PROCESS LAYOUT SCHEMATICS
Labeling System
The labeling system employed by the process submodel consists of a numeric code
assigned by the user to all the process steps that comprise the manufacturing process
schematic, a flowchart of the process layout. The process submodel tracks the material
flow links between the process steps using these numeric codes. A new process step
occurs with each new set-up. Ideally, every process step would correspond to an
operation recorded on the Pratt & Whitney Summary of Operations sheets. Process steps
differ from stations, which are geographic locations within a business unit where
operations on a part take place. Stations correspond to the commodity code groupings
used in Pratt & Whitney Business Units.
The labeling system is applied to each part type's process schematic; up to twenty
part types totalling one hundred process steps can be modeled by the Production Cost
Planner. The part type for which costing information is calculated is termed the
evaluation part. The rest of the part types are termed non-evaluation parts for which
only process related outputs are calculated. The evaluation part's process schematic
begins with numeric code 101, representing its first operation. The coding continues in
a sequential manner until the evaluation part's final output process step is encountered.
If the evaluation part requires twelve operations, its final process step number will be
coded as 112. The order in which the rest of the part types are incorporated into the
model has no significance. However, the first non-evaluation part process step must be
coded as one greater than the evaluation part's final output process step number;
therefore, its first operation would be coded as 113.
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Described on the following pages are the three fundamental process links: Simple
Links, Diverging Links and Converging Links. A Simple Link is a straight line flow
connecting process steps in series. A Diverging Link allows the part to follow numerous
alternative paths whereas the Converging Link focuses the alternative paths into one
process step. These three fundamental links are the building blocks from which the total
process layout can be modeled. Single part and multiple part network examples utilizing
these three links, as well as advanced linking techniques critical in modeling rework,
inspection, feedback, and branch 'utilization equalization' will be detailed later. The
OUT-IN array associated with each of the three fundamental links is the vehicle by which
the material flow information between the process steps is tracked. The array consists
of OUT/IN groupings, depicting the material flow from one process step and into another.
SIMPLE LINK OUT-IN ARRAY:
OUT 101
IN 102
101 - 102 --- 103 OUT 102
IN 103
In the above example, the part flows OUT of process step 101 and IN to process step
102. It continues its path OUT of 102 and IN to step 103. The part flowpath
description is input in the OUT-IN array.
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DIVERGING LINKS
OUT IN ARRAY:
OUT 101
IN 102,103,104
In a Diverging Link, the part flows OUT of process step 101 and IN to steps 102,
103, and 104.
CONVERGING LINKS
OUT IN ARRAY:
OUT 101,102,103
IN 104
Use of a Converging Link enables the part to flow out several process steps and converge
into a single process step. In the example above, the part flows OUT of steps 101,
102, and 103 and flows IN to step 104. The equations that the process submodel
generates are detailed in Chapter 5.
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SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PART NETWORK EXAMPLES
Figure 3 combines the three fundamental links to produce a schematic that
processes only one part type. As depicted in the schematic, process steps 102 and 103
are alternates to step 101. Upon arrival to step 101, the part is milled and ground on a
superabrasive machine. On the other hand, the part reaching step 102 is only
conventionally milled and must proceed to step 103, wait in queue, and then be
conventionally ground. The parts then flow out of steps 103 and 101 and into step 104
to be drilled. Even though parts may be scrapped along the way, the OUT-IN array only
accounts for the step linkages. Departing from the drilling machine, the parts are then
sent to either of three stations: step 105, step 106, or step 107. Stations 105 and
106, located in different areas of the business unit, are both bench deburring stations
performing the same operation. Because only one queue forms in front of each process
step, steps 105 and 106 are modeled separately enabling each to have their own queues.
Process step 107 represents a vibratory deburring station, an alternate way of
performing the same task. The parts then arrive to be inspected at process step 108.
The last step, termed the output step, meets the target production specified by the user.
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OUT IN ARRAY:
OUT 101,103
IN 104
OUT 102
IN 103
OUT 104
IN 107,105,106
OUT 107,105,106
IN 108
Summary of Operations
filg operation
1 01 milling & grinding performed on a 5-axis SAM
102 alternate milling machine
1 03 alternate grinding machine
104 drilling
1 05 bench deburring location A
1 06 bench deburring location B
1 07 alternate vibratory deburring station
108 inspection
Figure 3: Single Part Network Example - Modeled is a job shop segment
processing a single part type.
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The example scenario in Figure 4 on the next page involves three different part
types flowing through the same job shop. Each of the shapes represents a different part
type; inscribed shapes mean that more than one part type is flowing through the machine
pool. Operations 101 through 107 apply to the first part, while 108 through 112
apply to the second part, and the remainder represent work done on the third part. The
first part type always represents the evaluation part, the piece for which costs are
obtained. The other parts are included because they affect process flows and inventory.
P1, P2, and P3 equal the demand for each of the three parts.
The OUT-IN array for this scenario gets constructed in the same manner as the
single part scenario. Each part gets treated independently during the construction of the
array. In other words, the user begins by constructing the array for the first part
type's flows only, using only steps 101 to 107. She then adds the second, third, and any
additional parts to the OUT-IN array in sequence.
The part flows do not act totally independently because they share machine pools.
The sharing of machine pools is accounted for using the Common Array. A single line of
the Common Array lists all the operations sharing a machine pool. For example, 107,
112, and 116 utilize a single machine grouping, and would get listed on the same line of
the Common Array. The array's maximum width will never exceed the largest number
of different operations performed at a station. Unless parts loop back to stations they
have previously passed through, the width of the array will be no greater than the
number of different part types flowing through the job shop or flowline.
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103 104
P1
P2
P3
LEGEND:
Jation Part Type
evaluation Part Type
evaluation Part Type
'#' represents location of
a part type's process
step number
OUT IN ARRAY:
OUT 101
IN 102
OUT 102
IN 103,105
OUT 103
IN 104
OUT 105
IN 106
OUT 104,106
IN 107
OUT 108
IN 109
OUT 109
IN 110
OUT 110
IN 111
OUT 111
IN 112
OUT 113
IN 114
OUT 114
IN 115
OUT 115
IN 116
COMMON ARRAY:
108,101,113
102,109
105,110
111,115,106
107,116,112
RFINAL OUTPUT
STEPS:
112, 107, 116
Figure 4: Multiple Part Type Network
shop processing three part
Example - Modeled is a segment of a job
types.
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Machine Pooling
Pooling of machines represents the grouping of machines to perform identical
operations. When is it valid to pool machines at a single process step? It is valid if all
the machines in the pool process parts from a single queue. Each queue must have a
server. The server may be represented as a single machine or a pool of machines. If the
queue contains multiple part types, then every machine in the pool must process a given
part type with identical average cycle and set-up times. In addition, these machines
must have identical annual mean service times. Machines cannot be pooled if a
machine's processing time or failure rate, for example, differ from that of another
machine in the pool, because then the machines within the pool will not be utilized
equally.
If any of the assumptions are violated, machines with radically different
processing times must be separated from each other; one pool would be represented as an
alternate step. Each machine would then have its own queue and would be associated with
a different process step number. Both pools will be loaded approximately equally, since
the model equalizes utilizations between alternates. However, the combined queue length
for the two machine pools would be longer than the total queue length for the single pool.
'Utilization Equalization' versus 'Converging Link Flow Specification'
As has been just mentioned, the Production Cost Planner equalizes aggregate
utilizations among alternate converging steps, termed the 'utilization equalization'
feature. However, this is an optional feature which may be overturned by specifying the
flow percentages on each of the branches, termed 'converging link flow specification'.
Modeling using the 'converging link flow specification' feature requires entering x flow
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percentages, totalling 100%, for a converging link of x branches.
For multiple branching of the same part type, such as inspection, rework, or any
convergence link, production flow percentages may be specified by user. If flow
percentages are not specified anywhere in the process schematic, utilizations are
equalized on converging branches automatically. If steps feedback to branches within the
schematic, then flow percentages must be specified by user. If one flow percentage is
specified, then all flow percentages for converging links must be input.
Virtual Steps
The use of virtual steps in modeling a manufacturing processes is necessary to
generate OUT IN equatons that do not violate mass conservation. Imagine drawing a
control volume encompassing each process schematic link. (This concept will be detailed
in great length in Chapter 5.) Parts entering the control volume must be accounted for
at its exit. With the use of the Virtual Step Connectivity Schematic Aid, the user can
identify where in the process schematic a virtual step is essential. A virtual step is a
process step for which an equal number of parts flow out as flow in, namely, the step is
scrap-free. Furthermore, because the step processes all part types instantaneously, no
queue is associated with virtual steps. The Virtual Step Connectivity Schematic Aid
states that if the entrance and exit to a single process step can be connected together
without lifting a pen, a virtual step is essential.
Modeled in Figure 5 is an inspection station, through which only 25% of the
parts pass. Virtual processing steps, numbered with a 300 code, are used to model
inspection stations that inspect only a fraction of the output. Without the addition of the
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virtual step, the entrance and exit to process step 102 could be connected together
without lifting a pen. The virtual step's last two digits are identical to the process step
DOWNTIME INPUT MENI
STEP # NSPECT %
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
inspection,
25%
101
301 102
301 102
103
101
102
103
0.25
Figure 5: Inspection Station - Modeling an inspection station sampling a percent-
age of the incoming parts requires the use of virtual step.
from which it is linked. Only the flow percentage of the inspection process step gets
indicated; the flow percentages through virtual steps are never specified.
As a further illustration of the use of virtual steps, see Figure 6. When parts
bypass one or more layers of alternate steps, virtual steps are needed. Note that step
106 may also be represented by a series of process steps simply linked, and a virtual
step would still be needed.
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P1
P2
P3
Figure 6: Virtual Step Connectivity Schematic Aid Applied to Alternates
Rework and Looping
When the rework route is not known, modeling the rework occurring at an
individual process step can be accomplished by applying a rework percentage factor to
the step's automatic cycle time, manual cycle time, and set-up time. However, if the
rework path is known it can be modeled using additional process steps in the appropriate
locations within the process schematic. The technique employed to model known rework
paths is identical to that used to model feedback loops. Non-rework looping or feedback
in a process schematic occurs when a part returns to a station it has already been
processed in. This differs from rework because the part is being fed back for an
additional operation which adds value. It is not being fed back to correct errors arising
from a previous operation. Since this approach requires adding additional steps and
linkages, it is most suitable only when a few defined feedback loops exist.
In order to model looping, each operation must be represented as an individual
process step. Figure 7 illustrates a segment of a manufacturing job shop that contains
looping. Once the part has been turned, it is looped back to be drilled . The sequence of
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drill turned
Summary of Operations
operation #13 deburr = process step 107
operation #14 drill = process step 108
operation #15 turn = process step 109
operation #16 drill = process step 110
operation #17 turn = process step 111
Figure 7: Modeling Feedback or Non-Rework Loops
operations is listed together with the asssociated process steps in Figure 7. As
depictedin the figure, process steps 108 and 110 share the same drilling pool; process
steps 109 and 111 share the same turning pool. The process schematic for Figure 7 is
depicted in Figure 8. Even though the process schematic is illustrated as a series of
simple links, unlike simple links, the Common array incorporates the machine pool
commonality evident in looping.
Rework is modeled in a manner similar to conventional looping. The illustration
in Figure 9 shows a segment of process schematic containing a rework loop. The plain
lines represent the conventional path on which 80% of the parts follow. However, 20%
of the parts require deburring again after milling, followed by more milling, before
going on to inspection; the bold lines in the figure represent the rework path. The
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deburr
OUT
OUT
IN
OUTIN
IN ARRAY
107
108
108
109
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
109
110
110
111
108,
109,
110
111
Figure 8: Process Schematic Depiction of Looping as Illustrated in Figure 7.
conventional sequence of operations, without rework, is 101,
When rework is needed, an alternate path for 20% of the flow is
105, and 106. Operation 104 and 105 differ from operations 101
102, 103, and 106.
101, 102, 103, 104,
and 103. However,
Rework Loop, 20%
Figure 9: Rework Looping Within a Segment of a Manufacturing Process
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COMMON ARRAY
if they were identical, 104 and 105 would still have to be included in the schematic, and
would be given identical process parameters. Figure 10 depicts how the user would
represent the above rework loop within the Production Cost Planner framework.
IN ARRAY
101
102
102
103
103
303,104
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
104
105
303,105
106
COMMON ARRAY
104, 101
103, 105
Figure 10: Process Schematic Depiction of Rework Looping as Illustrated in
Figure 9.
The next chapter will explain the theory upon which the process submodel is
based. Since all of the process schematics can be represented by a system of connectivity
equations, Chapter 5 will detail the process step flow linkages mathematically. The details
for the costing submodel are elaborated upon in David Allan's thesis.
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CHAPTER 5: PROCESS SUBMODEL THEORY
Chapter 4 described how to model different manufacturing process layouts
pictorially. This chapter will detail the flow connectivities mathematically. All of the
process schematics can be represented by a system of connectivity equations. These
equations can be grouped into four catagories:
1 ) Control Volume Equations
2) Utilization Equalization Equations
3) Percentage Flow Specification Equations
4) Target Production Equations
The control volume equations describe two mass conservation rules employed by the
process submodel. First, the only parts lost within a process step are those that are
scrapped, covered by the yield relations. Second, no parts are lost between process
steps, represented by the inter-process relations. Utilization equalization equations are
used to balance the aggregate utilizations of pools on converging links when no flow
percentages are specified. Percentage flow specification equations override the
utilization equalization equations. Finally, the target production equations allow the
user to specify the output production and its location for each part type. The
connectivity equations will be used to mathematically model the single and multiple part
examples, illustrated previously in Figures 3 and 4 within Chapter 4.
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SINGLE PART MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A system of equations is used to mathematically model a process schematic. If the
schematic consists of N process steps, including virtual steps, then the number of
equations required is 2N. Half of these equations are yield equations. For each
converging link of n process steps, the number of utilization equalization or flow
percentage equations equals n-1. The number of target production equations are the
same as the number of output locations for the entire process schematic, with the
minimum number equivalent to the number of part types. The remainder of the 2N
equations are inter-process relations. For a straight line schematic, the number of
inter-process equations equals N-1.
Control Volume Equations
The yield relation for each process step, regardless of schematic configuration,
simply states that the input production multiplied by the yield percentage equals the
step's output. Note that the number of scrapped parts equals one minus the yield
multiplied by the input production. Of these two equations, only the first one is
incorporated in constructing the system of equations.
IN112 * YIELD112 = OUT 112
SCRAP 12 = [1-YIELD 112]* IN112
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The inter-process relations are based on the process linkages and come directly
from the OUT-IN arrays described in the previous chapter. Control volumes are used to
establish these relations. The only way that a part can cross the border of the control
volume is when it arrives at a step for processing or leaves a step after having
completed processing; parts cannot exit the control volume as scrap. In Figure 11,
control volumes have been added to the single part example illustrated previously in
Y. mm I I
I \
Ii
Ii
-
102
103
101, 103
104
104
105, 106, 107
105, 106, 107
108
Figure 11:
OUTlo0 = IN103
OUT101 + OUT103 =IN 104
OUT104 = IN105 + IN106 + IN107
OUTIos + OUT 106 + OUT107 = IN108
Single Part Example Inter-process Relations - The relations are derived
from the OUT-IN array and come directly from the control volumes.
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Figure 3, in order to derive these relations. The control volumes are represented by
dotted bold lines.
Utilization Equalization Equations
If no common steps exist within the single part schematic, then these equations
represent the balancing of aggregate utilizations among pools on converging links.
Figure 11 contains no common steps and would therefore automatically have the
utilizations of steps 101 and 103 as well as 105, 106, and 107 balanced. Three
equations are required, one from the 101:103 converging link and two from the
105:106:107 converging link. The equations (derived in Appendix B) are:
UTIL101 = UTIL103
UTILlos = UTILlo6
UTIL106 = UTIL107
where,
UTIL# = IN# / MACH# * AT# * MU#
and,
MACH# = number of machines at pool
AT# = available time at process step
MU# = mean service rate of process step
Common steps only occur in single part schematics when feedback in the process
exists. If looping occurs such that parts are fed back into an alternate step, then these
equations are overridden by the flow specification equations.
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Flow Specification Equations
If parts are fed back to an alternate step, the user must input the percentage of
parts expected to be processed at each step of every converging link. Once again for each
converging link of n process steps, the number of flow percentage equations equals n-1.
Using the schematic illustrated in Figure 11, the flow specification equations would be
given by,
OUT103 = %FLOW10 3 * IN104
OUT105 = %FLOW 105 * IN108
OUT1os = %FLOW10 6 * IN108
where,
%FLOW# = specified percentage of parts processed
Mathematically, it does not matter which n-1 process step numbers are used in the flow
specification equations.
Target Production Equations
The user must specify the target production of the entire manufacturing process
and the corresponding step number location. If multiple output steps exist, then the
target production and step number for each of the final locations must be input. For K
final output locations, K target production equations are required. The target production
equation as applied to Figure 11 is,
OUT108 = PROD10o
where,
PROD# = output production specified by user
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Solution to System of Equations
The model employs Gaussian elimination to solve the above system of equations.
The augmented matrix for the utilization equalization method is presented in Figure 12.
If the flow percentage method is used, then the utilization equalization equations will be
replaced by the flow specification equations. Otherwise, the two matrices are identical.
MULTIPLE PART MATHEMATICAL MODEL
When the process schematic involves more than one part type, the system of
equations will have a dimension equal to twice the number of process steps for all of the
part types. In addition, the interdependence of the different part type flows plays an
important role. If by changing the flow volume of one part type through the process one
does not affect the flows of the other part types, then the model exhibits part type
independence. The multiple part model possesses part type independence when: (1) flow
percentages are specified, or (2) no flow balancing based on utilization equalization is
required. Then every set of connectivity equations for each part type can be solved
independently.
One way that a model segment may exhibit part type independence is if each
member of a converging link processes only a single part type. If a station processes
multiple part types, yet no alternative paths exist for any of the part types prior to the
point of convergence, then part type independence still remains in effect. The following
diagram is an example segment of a multiple part schematic showing part type
independence. Since process steps 113 and 128 process the same part type, these pool
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Gaussian Augmented Matrix for Single Part Network Example in Figure 3
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112 113
utilizations are balanced. However, step 146, involving the second part type, has no
effect upon the equation for the first part. Steps 112, 127, and 145 are straight line
links not requiring utilization equalization.
Figure 13 contains two sets of converging links and illustrates part type
dependence, since one converging branch contains part type interdependencies. The
converging link involving steps 105, 110, and 114 exhibits part type independence
within the link, because no alternative paths for any of the part types exist.
Consequently, no utilization equalization equations are required for this converging link.
However, the converging link involving steps 104, 106, 111, and 115 does not possess
this property. Since utilizations are additive, the aggregate utilizations can be balanced
with the following expression:
UTIL 1os + UTIL 111 + UTIL 115 = UTIL 104
where the utilizations for each step have been defined in the single part example. Note
that process steps 106, 111, and 115 are common steps listed upon the same line within
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116
108
114
103
OUT 101
IN 102
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104
OUT 101 = IN 102
OUT 102
IN 103,105
OUT 103
IN 104
OUT 105
IN 106
OUT 104,106
IN 107
OUT 102 = IN 103 + IN 105
OUT 103 = IN 104
OUT 105 - IN 106
OUT 104 + OUT 106 = IN 107
Multiple Part Example Inter-process Relations, Part I - Control
Volumes Applied to Multiple Part Schematics
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OUT 114 = IN 115
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OUT 108 = IN 109
OUT 109 = IN 110
OUT 110 IN 111
OUT 111 = IN 112
Multiple Part Example Inter-process Relations, Part II - Control
Volumes Applied to Multiple Part Schematics
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OUT 108
IN 109
OUT 109
IN 110
OUT 110
IN 111
OUT 111
IN 112
Figure 13:
the Common Array.
The control volume equations, both yield and inter-process relations, are derived
identically as for the single part model. Figure 13 illustrates the use of control
volumes in determining the part specific inter-process relations. The simplest way to
depict this involves decomposing the multiple part schematic into single part
schematics. Once the schematic is separated, inter-process relations are obtained for
each single part schematic in the same manner described previously. Each inter-
process relation consists of process steps for only one part type. A yield relation is
obtained for each process step of every part type. In addition, the target production
equations are formulated from each of the single part scenarios.
Using the schematic illustrated in Figure 13, the flow specification equation for
the converging link containing steps 104, 106, 111, and 115 would be given by,
OUT106 = %FLOW 106 * IN107
The equation involves only one part type, because no alternate paths exist for the other
part types passing through the stations of the converging link. The augmented matrix for
the utilization equalization method is presented in Figure 14. If the flow percentage
method is used, then the utilization equalization equation will be replaced by the flow
specification equation. Otherwise, the two matrices are identical.
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Figure 14: Gaussian Augmented Matrix for Multiple Part Network Example from Figure 4.
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INCORPORATING LEARNING EFFECTS
Regardless of process configuration and number of part types, learning effects
can be incorporated within the process schematic. The process submodel accounts for
different rates of learning for set-up and manual cycle time work, as well as for
different rates of learning for each process step. It is important to include learning
effects if significant improvements to mean processing time are anticipated within the
eight year model run. The mean processing time is the average set-up and cycle time
required to service a part. The use of the learning curve always has an impact upon the
queue lengths, since learning changes the utilization of the process step in question. In
addition, because learning effects play a role in determining the mean processing time of
a process step, its use affects the flow volumes whenever utilization equalization is
employed. However, if the flow percentage methodology is used, then the flow volumes
remain unaffected since the flows are specified.
In order to understand the relevance of learning upon the mean processing time,
it is beneficial to first examine the situation when no learning occurs. In this particular
case, the mean processing time per part, 1/MU, is given by the following equation,
1/MU# = Cycle Time# * Set-up Time#
Batch Size#
where,
Cycle Time# = the automatic and manual portions for one part
Set-up Time# = the total set-up time for one batch
Batch Size# = batch size for the operation
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Because 1/MU is a function of known input, it can be computed directly, thus resulting
in a linear system of equations.
When learning occurs, the cycle and set-up times change with each piece, so that
in order to compute the mean processing time for the year, one has to obtain total cycle
and set-up times for the entire year. The equation for mean processing time becomes,
1/MU# = Total Set-up Time# + Total Cycle Time#
IN#
Total Cycle Time# = the automatic and manual portions for the year
Total Set-up Time# = the total set-up time for one year
IN# = the input production for the process step
If no learning occurs, this equation gives identical results to the previous formulation.
However, when learning transpires, the system of equations become circular, since
input productions are required to compute mean service times, and mean service times
are needed to solve for input productions. 1/MU is no longer a function of known input.
The computed total set-up and cycle times depend upon the learning equation from
Appendix C integrated over the production interval. The equation for total manual cycle
time is given by,
A2
Total Manual Cycle Time = C*Xb dX = (A 2 1 +b-A11+b
A1 1+b
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where,
the initial annual cumulative production - 0.5
the final annual cumulative production + 0.5
the cycle time for the first unit ever produced
Log(learning curve percentage)/Log(2)
The integration limits are adjusted so that the integral result more closely approximates
the summation of the individual manual cycle times based on the following equation,
Total Manual Cycle Time =
FinalSCo0 *Xb
X=Initial
where,
Initial = the initial annual cumulative production
Final = the final annual cumulative production
The total cycle time equals the total manual cycle time plus the automatic time per part
multiplied by the annual input production.
The limits for total set-up time integral equation are also adjusted so that the
integral result more closely approximates the summation of the individual set-up times,
given by the following expression,
Total Set-up Time =
Final
SSo * Xb
X=Initial
where,
Initial = the initial annual cumulative batch number
Final = the final annual cumulative batch number
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The equation for set-up time is given by,
Total Set-up Time = So*Xb dX - B2 1+b-B1
l +b)
11+b
where,
B1  = the initial annual cumulative batch - 0.5
B2  = the final annual cumulative batch + 0.5
So = the set-up time for the first batch ever produced
b = Log(learning curve percentage)/Log(2)
Consequently, learning introduces non-linearities into the mean processing time
equation by means of the total set-up time and cycle time values.
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
Both the non-linear and linear system of equations both require an iterative
solution methodology. Two types of iterations get employed: primary and secondary
iterations. Primary iterations are used to find the machines required at each process
step; secondary iterations are used to solve for the input productions required at each
process step. During each primary iteration, secondary iterations get performed.
Secondary iterations are only needed to solve the non-linear cases.
Secondary Iterations
The methodology employed by the process submodel to solve the non-linear
system of equations works iteratively. The iterations start initially by assuming that
the input productions required at each process step are identical to the target production
values input by the user. Assume for now that the number of machines at each process
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step is known. The sequence of steps involved in finding the solution are:
1 ) The total time necessary to manufacture the specified process step input
production is computed. The lower limit of integration is given by the initial cumulative
production, an known input; the upper limit of integration is given by the input
production for the process step plus the initial cumulative production. Initially, the
upper limit of integration uses the target production as the input production.
2) 1/MU gets calculated using the total time values computed above divided by the
appropriate input productions for each process step. Initially, the input production for
each process step equals the target production.
3) The computed 1/MU values are substituted wherever required within the system
of equations. Note that these substitutions would be made in the utilization equalization
segment of the matrix. The matrix element requiring substitution will have the form,
1/ (MACH # * AT# * MU#)
Note that this element is the same as 'util' in the augmented formulation matrices in
Figures 12 and 14.
4) The matrix is solved using standard Gaussian elimination in order to obtain
values for the input productions at each process step.
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5) The newly computed input productions are then compared with the previous set of
input productions. For each process step, a delta value is obtained, given by,
DELTA = I IN#,j+ - IN#,j I
IN#,ij+
where j is the number of the iteration. If all of the delta values are less than 0.00002,
then iterations stop. The convergence criteria was obtained experimentally by trading
iteration length and time versus solution convergence error. This value is an alterable
parameter within the program.
6) If the results fail to meet the convergence criteria, then a new set of 1/MU
values for each process step must be computed using the IN#,j+I productions. The
iteration process then gets repeated until the convergence criteria is met.
Primary Iterations
Secondary iterations require that the number of machines at each process step be
known. However, this is only possible using the results acquired from the primary
iterations. Primary iterations always cycle through three times. The sequence of steps
which must be followed to find the solution are:
1 ) The number of machines at each process step is set equal to 1, and then the
secondary iterations get performed. Once the secondary iterations have been completed,
the fractional machines needed is computed using,
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Fractional Machines Needed# - Total Time#
AT#
where,
Total Time# = the total set-up time and cycle times
AT# = the Annual Available Processing Time
The Total Time# is the total set-up and cycle time value computed during the secondary
iteration prior to fulfilling the convergence criteria. The fractional machines needed is
then rounded to the next higher whole number.
2) Using the newly computed machine required values, the secondary iterations are
performed. The above procedure is repeated to account for changes in the input
productions which may arise. Once the secondary iterations are completed, the
aggregate utilizations get computed via the following equation,
Aggregate Utilization# = Total Time#
MACH# * AT#
3) If the aggregate utilization for a process step is above the utilization criteria,
specified in the process submodel to be 0.95, then the number of machines at the process
step gets raised by one. A 0.95 utilization criteria was chosen because the inventories
began growing at an unrealistically high rate above this value. Once each process step's
aggregate utilization conforms to the utilization criteria, the secondary iterations are
repeated. When the iterations are completed, the model has obtained the final solutions.
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Convergence Properties
Even with a convergence criteria delta value of 0.00002, the input production
required at each process step may be off by plus or minus one part due to rounding
errors. While the process submodel uses decimal input productions internally, the
output is rounded to the next higher whole number. Rounding errors arise due to the
solution technique employed during utilization equalization. When balancing utili-
zations, the number of parts allocated to a step affects that pool's utilization. Shifting
one part between the two steps being equalized sometimes hinders the equalization
technique; actual complete equalization would require a fractional part.
Because the manufacturing process is modeled similarly to a piping network,
backflows occasionally arise during utilization equalization. This problem only occurs
with multiple parts, usually during the first primary iteration. Since utilizations are
additive, the resulting balancing equation does not always provide a positive solution for
every term. For example, when referring to the equation:
UTILl 06 + UTIL 11 1 + UTIL11 5 = UTIL 104
one can immediately deduce that a positive solution for every term on the left hand side
is not always possible. Since UTIL is a function of the number of machines at a station,
the program solves this problem by increasing the machine count for the negative
station and for each of its common steps. Note that in the above equation, steps 106,
111, and 115 will all have their machine counts raised during the secondary iteration
cycle. The number of machines is readjusted to its correct count before the next
primary iteration occurs, using the following equation,
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Fractional Machines Needed# = Total Time#
TEMPMACH# * AT#
If convergence failure occurs,
TEMPMACH# = the increased number of machines needed
to prevent convergence failure
Otherwise,
TEMPMACH# = the original machine count
During the next primary iteration, if negative flows arise again, this procedure is
reemployed.
QUEUE MODELING METHODOLOGY
Associated with each process step within the schematic is a queue. The queue in
front of each station can contain a mix of part types waiting for different kinds of
operations. Only one queue exists in front of each station, even though the station may
contain several machines operating in parallel. The process submodel computes the
mean number of each part type either waiting in the queue or being processed. When
parts loop back to a station, the submodel not only distinguishes between part types, but
also differentiates between parts of the same type waiting for different operations. In
addition, the mean time a part type spends waiting in the queue and being processed at a
station is estimated . Finally, the submodel provides a total mean lead time for each part
type.
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Queuing Modeling Technique - Standard
The queuing technique used by the process submodel has the following properties:
1 ) Parts arrive at each station conforming to a Poisson distribution with a mean
arrival rate equal to 1.
2) Parts are serviced at each station conforming to a Poisson distribution with a
mean service rate of g4.
3) Up to c parts can be processed simultaneously by using c parallel machines.
4 ) Only one queue exists for the server pool.
5) No limits exist on queue length.
6 ) Parts get serviced on a First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) basis.
7) Queue lengths, wait times, and the associated state probabilities are long-term,
steady-state values.
The queuing model used is typically referred to in the literature as the M/M/c model
with infinite buffers. The queue length in front of the station is computed using (27),
c+l
Lq P Po
(c-1)!(c-p) 2
where,
c- n -1
po =(IP( PC }
n=oni cl(1--)
and,
L, = the mean queue length not including parts currently being served
po = the probability that no parts are in the system at a given time
c = number of servers or machines
p = ,.X/L
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The other results provided by the M/M/c modeling technique are the wait times,
Ws and Wq, and the mean number of parts in the system, 1-. The subscript q means that
the variable refers only to the queue, whereas the subscript s means that the variable
pertains to the entire system. The system consists of the queue and all the servers at the
station. These results are summarized below.
Wq =Lq
Ws = Wq + 1-
Ls = Lq + p
The model outputs values based on the system's inventories and wait times., since the
time spent at the machine adds to the inventory carrying cost.(27)
Queuing Modeling Technique - Extensions
Queuing theory assumes that a discrete customer gets completely serviced before
the next customer gets serviced at the same station. In the case of manufacturing, parts
arrive, get serviced, and get transported in pallet-sized units. The pallet size impacts
the transport cost and the inventory carrying cost. If the pallet size increases, the
transport costs decrease but the inventory carrying costs increase. However, the pallet
size has no effect on the station utilization. Consider the following example, using the
queuing equations (*) for one machine:
Assuming the pallet size is 1:
1/ X = 0.75 hours/part, the mean arrival time
1/ p. = 0.5 hours/part, the mean service time
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then,
x = 1.33 parts/hour, the mean arrival rate
A = 2 parts/hour, the mean service rate
p = I/ p = 0.67, the machine utilization
Ls = p/(1-p) = 2 parts, the mean part count in the system
Assuming the pallet size is 10:
1/ X = 0.75 hours/part * 10 parts/pallet = 7.5 hours/pallet
1/ i = 0 .5 hours/part * 10 parts/pallet = 5 hours/pallet
x = 0.13 pallet/hour
S= 0.2 pallet/hour
p = I/g = 0.67
Ls = p/(l-p) = 2.0 pallets = 20 parts
Basically, by increasing the pallet size ten times, the number of parts in inventory
increased by the same factor, even though the utilizations remained the same. These
conclusions also apply to multi-machine stations.
The process submodel calculates the mean inventories of each part type at each
station via the following procedure:
1 ) Ls, pallet is computed using the aggregate utilization of the station, which is
composed of one or several common process steps consisting of different operations
performed at the same geographic location. Recall that the aggregate utilization is equal
to the summation of all the part-specific utilizations at that station. Ls, pallet is
calculated using equation (*) and the equation,
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Ls, pallet = Lq, pallet + Pagg
where,
Pagg
Ls, pallet
Lq, pallet
= the station's aggregate utilization
= the system's inventory in pallets for all part types
= the queue's inventory in pallets for all part types
2) The number of pallets associated with each part type, serviced by the system
annually, is given by,
Pallets Servicedpart type = IN#
Pallet sizes
where,
IN#
Pallet size# =
the input production of the process step
the known pallet size of the process step
for the part type in question
Remember that the # subscript identifies both the process step and the part type.
3) The total number of pallets serviced annually at the station, given by the
variable, Total Pallets Serviced, is obtained by summing up the individual Pallets
Servicedpart type values. Note that Ls, pallet is the mean number of pallets one would
find in the system at a given time. However, Total Pallets Serviced equals the total
number of pallets that pass through the station over the entire year.
4 ) The mean inventory of a particular part type given in pallets is,
Ls, pallet,# = Ls, pallet , Pallets Serviced part type
Total Pallets Serviced
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where, Ls, pallet,# equals the part-specific mean inventory in pallets of the queuing
system.
5) The mean inventory of a particular part type in parts, is obtained by multiplying
Ls, pallet,# by the pallet size at the process step, Pallet Size#.
The process submodel estimates the mean time a part waits in queue and spends
getting serviced by using Little's Rule, Ws= Ls / X. The inventory value of the system,
Ls, equals the total number of pallets of all the part types within the queuing system.
All the part types are grouped together because each part type affects the wait time of all
the other part types. The mean arrival rate is the total number of pallets entering the
station queue over the year divided by the Annual Available Regular Time. (see Appendix
B for further details)
Queuing Modeling Technique - Limitations of the Extensions
Besides the limitations inherent in the standard queuing modeling technique used,
the extensions possess a couple of additional restrictions. First, pallets are assumed to
be transported during regular time, implying that pallets can only arrive during
regular time at a station. Overtime occurring at a process step affects the processing
time only. Second, if the batch size is much greater than the pallet size, the machine
will be idle more often than accounted for by the queuing rules, primarily due to the the
First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) assumption. The machine will have to wait for the
remainder of the batch to arrive, even though other part types are in the queue waiting
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for processing.
APPLICATION OF SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
The process submodel employs two distinct programs, NETWORK and
NETWORK2, to determine the necessary manufacturing parameter outputs. The user
selects the appropriate program depending on her knowledge of the manufacturing
process. NETWORK solves for the minimum number of machines required at each station
in order to meet the target productions for all the part types flowing through the
process. NETWORK2, on the other hand, forecasts how well the job shop operates with a
user-specified machine set for every station. Because the user specifies the number of
machines, she may overutilize some stations; NETWORK2 informs the user of the
overutilized locations. Note that NETWORK will not allow any station to be overutilized.
Both programs use the iteration methodology solution technique described above.
Specifically, NETWORK and NETWORK2 employ the same learning effect, queue
modeling, and secondary iteration techniques. NETWORK2 incorporates a modification of
the primary iteration technique which avoids changing the input machine sets.
Consequently, they provide the same output, given identical input data sets that do not
cause overutilization.
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CHAPTER 6: MODEL VERIFICATION
Two segments of the Production Cost Planner require verification: the FORTRAN
code/Excel macros and the fundamental model principles. Initially, hypothetical test
scenarios were used to test the FORTRAN code and Excel macros. The model results from
these test scenarios were analyzed and compared to results obtained through hand
calculations. This checked the program flow and the solution techniques employed.
However, in order to confirm the expected manufacturing behaviors, only single
parameters could be changed. Keeping track of the changes produced from the alteration
of more than two manufacturing input parameters at a single time proved impossible.
Nonetheless, typical Pratt & Whitney business unit manufacturing cases are much
larger in scope and have numerous parameters changing simultaneously. Consequently,
the model results needed to be compared with actual business unit manufacturing
performance. Besides examining the synergies involved in multiple parametei changes,
substantiation of the simplifying assumptions, such as those involved with the queuing,
was also required.
Two business units took part in model verification. The differences between the
two business units' modes of operation differed immensely. The diffuser business unit
agreed to participate and evaluate the costs of various manufacturing alternatives, in
order to determine the design with the best performance and lowest production cost . As
a leader in the Charter Part initiative, the unit's aim is to reduce cost by promoting a
generic, low cost design and manufacturing process. The diffuser unit fabricates
diffuser cases for all of Pratt & Whitney's jet engines. Operating in a job shop fashion,
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the unit produces as many as six different part types simultaneously. This may sound
like a lot of parts, but the unit is in fact a low volume production unit, since only one
diffuser exists per engine. The unit employs conventional equipment, such as drills and
mills, to fabricate their low volume parts.
Unlike the diffuser unit which is an established business unit, the second unit
that participated in model verification was a venture business unit. The hollow fan blade
group took part in the model verification study in order to support complementary
studies of blade fabrication by a particular process at a specific location. They
especially needed to justify the machine and investment capital requirements to upper-
level management. As the title of the unit suggests, this venture business unit plans to
fabricate hollow fan blades. Because of the unique and specialized manufacturing
process, the unit employs numerous non-conventional equipment, such as presses and
furnaces. Unlike the diffuser unit, the hollow fan blade manufacturing process is
modeled in a flow line fashion and represents a higher production volume.
VERIFICATION APPROACH
Costs measured and computed by Pratt & Whitney are broken down on both a
plant and business unit level. Reliable breakdowns by part type are limited, since
production part cost computations are based on LASOC (Labor Standard Operating Cost)
times, measured variations, and overhead factors. Therefore, a direct comparison
between the Production Cost Planner part costs and those by the Pratt & Whitney cost
accounting systems cannot be made. Another difficulty arises because the Production
Cost Planner models manufacturing processes which may represent only a portion of the
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business unit's total production flow.
Take, for example, the diffuser business unit. The evaluation part, modeled from
start to finish, is a single cast piece not incorporating any welding. When the other part
types are added to the evaluation part's production line, the welding process steps are
neglected, since they come before the evaluation part's first step and have no effect on its
flow. In order to compare the business unit level costs to that computed by the
Production Cost Planner, each of the six diffuser cases must be modeled individually,
that is, each part type must be modeled as an evaluation part. However, the summation
of the cost results from each of the six evaluation parts, together with the business units
indirect costs, would still not be identical to the Pratt & Whitney business unit level
cost because of the uncontrollable transfer costs associated with the business unit.
Due to these inherent difficulties, part cost results could not be verified. Since
the Production Cost Planner end result, namely part cost, cannot be substantiated,
verification must be undertaken in prior model segments. Since all of the costing
relations employed within the costing submodel operate by accepted costing methods, if
the process submodel results are valid, then it follows that the costing submodel
provides sound results. Consequently, only a program code check is required for the
costing submodel validation. On the other hand, substantiating the process submodel
results required that the business unit performance measures be compared with the
submodel output.
Information was scarce because only aggregate business unit performance
measures are available for some of the submodel parameters, while no measurements
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exist for others. Within the process submodel, the inventories and wait times
inherently contain the most uncertainty due to the many simplifying assumptions
incorporated. The other results, such as production volume required, utilizations,
machine counts, and times, are based on well-known manufacturing relations which
provide proven results, assuming that the input data is valid. Consequently, these
program parameters can be verified using hypothetical scenarios, to be detailed next.
Verification Using Hypothetical Scenarios
Hypothetical test scenarios were initially used to test the FORTRAN code and
Excel macros and, thus, substantiate the Production Cost Planner capabilities. The
model results from these test scenarios were analyzed and compared to results obtained
through hand calculations. The multiple part/utilization equalization scenario,
described previously in Chapter 5 and illustrated in Figure 13, was used to verify both
the process submodel and costing submodel results. Manual calculations of the
production input volumes for each process step proved identical to the model results,
proving the model's ability to correctly equalize utilizations on alternate steps, take
learning effects into account, as well as handle multiple part types. The remaining
process submodel outputs, part-specific and aggregate station utilizations, total
manufacturing times, mean inventories, and pallet transportation requirements, as well
as all the cost output from the costing submodel, were all verified by hand calculation,
using several process steps.
In order to further substantiate other features of the Production Cost Planner,
two other cases were examined. A multiple part/flow specification case was analyzed in
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order to check handling of feedback loops, percentage flow specification, and partial
inspection all within a multiple part system. A single part feedback loop was studied to
determine how the model handles equipment and inventory costs for common steps. In
both these cases, all of the computed results were identical to the hand calculations.
DIFFUSER VERIFICATION
One of the parts used for verification was a commercial engine diffuser case
which served as the evaluation part. This part was manufactured within a large job shop
environment through which five other production cases flowed, as well as unscheduled
work. Because the five parts were produced within some of the same stations as the
evaluation part, their process steps were modeled as well. The majority of the work
involved machining, both on and off-line inspection, and benchwork. The six parts had
an accumulated number of operations equal to 180, based on the Summary of Operations.
Assumptions
Because the diffuser unit is an established unit, the diffusers fabricated are
totally learned out, as was verified by the cycle and set-up time data. Even if a new part
type is to be produced, the part type is so similar to existing diffusers, that negligible
learning is assumed to occur. Furthermore, the process was modeled under the
assumption that no part being processed was scrapped. Instead, parts were reworked.
Since the rework routes were not known, modeling the rework occurring at an individual
process step was accomplished by applying a rework percentage factor to the step's
automatic cycle time, manual cycle time, and set-up time. These rework factors varied
from 0% to 15%, based on the process planners' judgement. Long range machine usage
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forecast factors, as a function of commodity code, were applied to cycle and set-up time
as appropriate to account for unscheduled work, tool changes, and downtime.
Furthermore, all steps had batch sizes of 1, and all parts were transported in single
units because of their size. Finally, machine utility costs were neglected, both because
of data scarcity and relative insignificance.
The primary assumption made due to 100-step model limitation involved the
consolidation of certain process steps for the non-evaluation parts, plus the elimination
of a very low volume part produced only during the first year of the scenario.
Consolidation was not performed on the evaluation part steps since it was the object of
study. Process steps were consolidated whenever common steps for the same part
occurred. However, consolidation was not done on steps which were involved in looping.
Since no parts get scrapped in this process, consolidation makes no difference in
computing the total utilizations of the consolidated stations.
In order to clarify the concept of consolidation, take the following example.
Process steps 120 and 127 correspond to operations being performed on the same part
type which gets processed by an identical station. Assume 3 machines exist at a station,
with an annual available processing time of 5280 hours/year. Because no learning is
assumed the mean service times, It, are additive.
Non-consolidated case:
INPROD = 500 parts/year
9120 = 0.5 part/hour
1127 = 0.3 part/hour
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P120 = 500/(3*5280*0.5) = 0.063
P127 = 500/(3*5280*0.3) = 0.105
P120 + P127 = 0.168
Consolidated Case:
9I120&127 = 1/(1/41120 + 1/9127) = 1/(5.333) = 0.1875
P120&127 = 500/(3*5280*0.1875) = 0.168
= P120 + P127
Data Collection
For established business units, the data required by the Production Cost Planner
can be obtained from accessible data sources at Pratt & Whitney, either on mainframe or
on print outs. Listed below are those data sources.
1) Machine Procurement: A functional group that has access to capital
equipment purchase costs, mean time to failure rates, durable tool purchase
costs, and year of purchases for all of the plant's business units.
2) Production Engineering Long-Range Machine Load Detail Forecast: Long-range
machine usage forecast factors, as a function of commodity code, are applied to
cycle and set-up time as appropriate to account for unscheduled work, tool
changes, and downtime. This tabulated data exists on a business unit level,
broken down by commodity code. Recall that commodity code groupings
correspond to stations. Stations are geographic locations within a business unit
where operations on a part take place.
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3) Summary of Operations Sheets: These sheets are prepared by the business unit
process planners. Each process planner is in charge of providing the sequence of
operations, including alternate paths, for part fabrication. For each operation,
the associated commodity code is also given. This data is used to formulate the
OUT IN and Common arrays.
4) Production Inventory Control Work Center Code: Provided for each business
unit is every brass tag associated with each commodity code used by the unit. A
brass tag is a numeric code associated with each piece of capital equipment .
5) Part Scheduling System: Target production volumes are available on both a
monthly and annual basis. The Production Cost Planner relys on annual values.
6) CATSPAW On-Line Listing: LASOC cycle and set-up times in hours and minutes
are provided for each operation, including alternates, as referenced by the
Summary of Operations.
The remaining data must be obtained by means of direct contact with personnel
from both the plant financial group and the business unit in question. The plant financial
group is a good source for tax rates, tax depreciation periods, fringes, wages, and
inventory carrying cost information. The business unit can provide the necessary part-
specific data such as, perishable tool, utility, and auxiliary material consumption.
Diffuser Verification Results
As was discussed earlier in the Verification Approach segment, the parameters
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that will be verified are those output from the process submodel. Only three of the
process submodel outputs can be measured directly from the business unit, namely,
machine counts, average inventories, and mean wait times. The remaining model results,
production volumes required, utilizations, and times are intimately connected to these
measurable results. Furthermore, productions volume required and times are trivial
for a production line that has no scrap. The machine count required results provide an
approximate, easy-to-confirm measure of the utilizations.
Summarized in Table 1 are the process submodel results for both machine counts
and mean inventory as compared to actual business unit operations. This tabulated data
is broken down by commodity code. Recall that commodity code groupings correspond to
stations. Stations are geographic locations within a business unit where operations on a
part take place. As is evident by the tabulated data, the process submodel was able to
accurately estimate the number of machines required at each station for all but three
commodity codes.
Commodity code 179705A's actual machine count differed from the model's
projection because of a 24% reduction in the evaluation part's cycle time since model
construction. The second contradiction was due to an data entry error within the Process
cycle/Set-up Menu. The set-up times for all of the part types processed by commodity
code 100000 was incorrectly entered as 30 hours instead of 30 minutes The last
inconsistency occurred at commodity code 133219. The cause for this last discrepancy
was most likely from the cycle and set-up time adjustment factors for one or more of the
non-evaluation parts, since all five parts passed through this station.
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Model Actual Model
Commodity Code Machine Count B.U. Machine Count Average Inventory
616000, 614000 2 2 3.686 parts
112485 1 1 0.344
112605B 2 2 1.624
112485A 1 1 0.476
991000 1 1 0.062
576200 2 2 3.489
134050 1 1 0.413
179705A 5 4 6.437
111130 2 2 2.542
111190B 1 1 0.538
133219 3 2 4.854
577200 1 1 5.994
100000 4 2 6.926
950535 1 1 0.15
577300 1 1 0.449
114170 1 1 0.641
112541 1 1 0.126
852210 1 1 0.016
Table 1: Diffuser Business Unit Process Submodel Verification Summary (28)
(courtesy of the Pratt & Whitney Report)
The average inventory at each station was calculated from the COMMON array, by
simply summing the average inventory count for the process steps that were common.
The inventory projections were analyzed by business unit personnel and were deemed
satisfactory, except for the average inventory before the coordinate measuring machines
(commodity code 100000) due to the set-up time input error. (28) In addition, the
mean inventory results pin-pointed the bottleneck locations accurately.
As was previously mentioned, only three of the process submodel outputs can be
measured directly from the business unit, namely, machine counts, average inventories,
and mean wait times. The estimated mean lead time was verified for the evaluation part's
process. However, wait time verification was not possible for the non-evaluation parts
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for two reasons: 1) model consolidation of common process steps, and 2) a portion of the
process steps were out of the model construction range. Consequently, all of the non-
evaluation part lead times were less than that estimated by the Pratt & Whitney system.
The Production Cost Planner, which outputs lead times in hours, predicted a 6.35 week
total lead time for the evaluation part. In comparison, the Pratt & Whitney system
predicted 7 weeks. Unfortunately, the P & W system outputs lead times in weeks,
rounding the values to the nearest higher integer.(29)
The machine count required results provided an approximate measure of the
station aggregate utilizations. To perform a more detailed verification of both the part-
specific and aggregate utilizations, an attempt was made to use the Production
Engineering Long-Range Machine Load Detail Forecast data. This forecast supplies
utilizations by part type and by commodity code. Unfortunately, the data available only
gets updated annually, and failed to represent the state of the business unit at the time of
model verification.
A direct comparison between the numerous Production Cost Planner costing
components and the costs predicted by the Pratt & Whitney Standard Cost Data Base for
part types could not be made, because the cost categories between the two systems were
completely different. An exception was the raw material category, for which both
systems had identical cost results, thereby, verifying the Production Cost Planner's
ability to track scrap material chips. The other cost components could not be supported
because of the numerous overhead factors tacked on to these constituents. The estimated
labor cost from the Standard Cost Data Base, for example, has over ten different
overhead factorsi None of the overhead factors can be related to the costs output by the
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costing submodel. Consequently, except as an order of magnitude confirmation, (the
Production Cost Planner predicted a 1.4% lower part cost), the total cost comparison
between the two approaches is questionable, and verification for the costing submodel
has to rely on the premise previously mentioned.
HOLLOW FAN BLADE VERIFICATION
The hollow fan blade manufacturing process was modeled in two segments: a
detail machining segment and an assembly segment. The detail machining segment was
represented by 30 process steps. Each process step was either a conventional machine
or some form of inspection station, processing two identical half parts. Upon processing
completion, these halves were stored in a storage facility, to await processing within the
second segment. The storage facility was not modeled. The second segment, the assembly
portion of the hollow fan blade study, consisted of a total of 82 process steps. In this
portion, the two blade halves were bonded and twisted to their final shape, along with
finishing work. This segment contained the non-conventional machines such as,
furnaces and presses. Costs from the detail segment results were included as purchased
material input costs within the assembly segment, thus giving a total cost for the entire
blade production process. Two part types, one from a military engine and the other from
a commercial engine, were processed within both segments.
Assumptions
To properly model the hollow fan blade process, approximations were made
based upon business unit feedback. Learning rates and yields rates were included in the
scenario. Cycle time and set-up time data, obtained from the CostimatorT", were
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adjusted to the first part times using the business unit assumed learning factors.
Operation yields represent the time lost in manufacturing scrapped parts. Initially, an
aggregated yield rate of 94% for assembly and 95% for detail was incorporated for the
evaluation part. A second scenario run incorporated the unit's yield rate objective of
99%. In order to obtain this aggregated yield for the entire process, three assumptions
were made: 1) the furnaces and presses had the lowest yields rates, 2) machining steps
scrapped some parts, and 3) remaining steps, such as deburring and cleaning, were
scrap-free.
To cover rework performed for each operation, a rework percentage, ranging
from 0% to 15%, was applied to automatic cycle times, manual cycle times, and set-up
times. Individual values for each of these variables are applied to the individual
operations but do not change over the eight year span of the model. Benchwork
operations, for example, were assumed not to fail, since they are manual performing
stations. Non-benchwork operations, on the other hand, were assumed to fail 8% of the
time.
Unlike the diffuser business unit process model run, batch sizes and shift lengths
were variable inputs parameters for both the detail and assembly segments. This
allowed trade-off possibilities between shift lengths and machine count, for example.
However, like the diffuser unit, parts were transported individually, in units of one.
Furthermore, a total projected perishable tool cost per part was allocated among all the
machining steps, weighted by cycle time; a total utility cost per part was allocated among
all the furnace steps weighted cycle time.
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Several machining stations share identical durable tools between the individual
machines. As an example, consider the durable purchases required for process step 110
in the initial run of the detail segment. This step passes through a station consisting of
multiple machining centers whose number varies with the year. The start year for this
process was 1994, but the example begins from 1997 because no production volume for
the evaluation part occurred previously. Durable tool requirements were found by
multiplying the machines at the process step by the part specific utilization for the year
in question. Table 2, included below, shows the data and details the steps in this
computation.
From Start: 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
To Start: 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Machines 4 6 8 1 1 14
Part-Specific Utilization 0.296 0.361 0.4 0.477 0.533
Durable Tool Utilization 1.184 2.166 3.2 5.247 7.462
Total Durable Tools Required 2 3 4 6 8
Durable Tool Purchases 2 1 1 2 2
Table 2: Durable Tool Purchase Quantity by Year for Step 110 (courtesy of
the Pratt & Whitney Report)
Data Collection
For established business units, the data required by the Production Cost Planner
can be obtained from accessible data sources at Pratt & Whitney. Venture business
units, on the other hand, because they are start-up units and are undergoing rapid
development, do not have access to these data sources. Instead they rely heavily on
various functional groups. Costimator TM studies carried out by the Manufacturing /
Industrial Engineering functional group, provided process layout, learned-out cycle and
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set-up times, and batching information. (30) Several Pratt & Whitney cost studies
were being performed simultaneously, and were used as data sources for this study.
Unfortunately, none of the data sources were consistent. One data source with a
consistent set of inputs could not be used because no single source had all of the
information required. Consequently, equipment data, target production volumes, and
some of the part specific data came from a study performed by Financial, Planning and
Analysis. (31) Capital equipment within a single station was considered identical for
this preliminary study. Durable tool information and furnace-related data came
directly from the business unit experts. Some of the information, because of the lack of
specifics, came from production scenarios, while other information came from pre-
production scenarios.
Hollow Fan Blade Verification Results
Hollow fan blade scenario runs were substantiated by the business unit's leader.
(32) Machine counts were verified for the furnaces and multi-axis machining
stations, since studies of similar process layouts existed. Because of the 95% limit on
aggregate station utilizations, the Production Cost Planner initial scenario run predicted
a machine count one higher for some process steps. Subsequent model runs to adjust
for the 95% limit proved to lower the machine count to identical values predicted by the
other Pratt & Whitney studies. The machine counts which varied by more than one had
either differing cycle times or shift lengths. In addition, some of the yields in the initial
scenario run were lower than the other projections. Consequently, shift and yield
changes were incorporated within a second model run which provided identical machine
counts. Unfortunately, information for verifying wait times and inventories was not
available. A cost comparison was attempted, but, because of inconsistencies in scenario,
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input data, and costing methodologies, meaningful results could not be obtained.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
SUMMARY
As a result of this research, both a methodology and a working demonstrator, for
obtaining manufacturing costs directly sensitive to changes in the process were devised.
The operator of the Production Cost Planner can model the manufacturing performance
and part costs of most business units at Pratt & Whitney. Furthermore, this system can
be utilized to model job shops and flowlines without restricted queue lengths within
other companies with minor modifications to some input parameters.
The Production Cost Planner is composed of two submodels: a process submodel
and a costing submodel. The two submodels interact during a model run; process
submodel results are fed directly to the costing submodel in order to calculate
manufacturing part costs. Numerous prc~ess schematics, including both single and
multiple part type process layouts, are capable of being modeled by the system. Looping,
branching, inspection, rework, and multiple part type flows are accommodated by the
submodel. The process submodel analyzes the performance of the manufacturing process.
Results are output for each part type flowing through the process by operation. Because
the Production Cost Planner is capable of modeling up to eight years of an individual
scenario, outputs are given for each of the eight years.
Upon examination of the process submodel output, the user has the option of
either continuing on to the costing submodel or altering one or more process submodel
inputs and rerunning the scenario. Input data alteration occurs until the operator is
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satisfied with the results of the process submodel. Once the process submodel functions
to the user's satisfaction, she then proceeds on to the costing portion of the model. This
portion of the model computes all of the costs directly linked to the production line, but
in its current form does not handle costs for indirect labor, most support personnel,
managers, development and testing, and engineering. The costs output by the Production
Cost Planner are categorized into four groups: part-related, batch-related, pallet-
related, and other costs. Costs are computed for only one part type, termed the
evaluation part, by operation. The other part types flowing through the evaluation
part's process schematic are included within the process submodel because of the effect
they have on the manufacturing performance of the process. Because the Production
Cost Planner is capable of modeling up to eight years of an individual scenario, outputs
are given for each of the eight years. In addition, a summary annual process cost as well
as a bottom-line annual part cost gets computed.
Hypothetical test scenarios were initially used to test the FORTRAN code and Excel
macros and, thus, substantiate the Production Cost Planner capabilities. The model
results from these test scenarios were analyzed and compared to results obtained
through hand calculations. This checked the program flow and the solution techniques
employed. However, in order to confirm the expected manufacturing behaviors, only
single parameters could be changed. Keeping track of the changes produced from the
alteration of more than two manufacturing input parameters at a single time proved
impossible. Nonetheless, typical Pratt & Whitney business unit manufacturing cases
are much larger in scope and have numerous parameters changing simultaneously.
Consequently, the model results needed to be compared with actual business unit
manufacturing performance. Besides examining the synergies involved in multiple
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parameter changes, substantiation of the simplifying assumptions, such as those
involved with the queuing, was also required.
Direct comparison between the Production Cost Planner results and the existing
Pratt & Whitney standard cost prediction was infeasible due to the overhead aggregation
and distortions within the supporting transfer cost system. Since all of the costing
relations utilized by the Production Cost Planner costing submodel operate by accepted
costing methods, it follows that this costing submodel should provide sound results if the
process submodel results are valid. Consequently, the verification mainly focused on the
process submodel output values. The validation studies included an existing,
conventional production part process, the diffuser case, and a venture, non-conventional
production process, the hollow fan blade. The diffuser case verified the solution
techniques employed by the process submodel. The hollow fan blade scenarios validated
the Production Cost Planner's ability to make relative comparisons among the different
model runs.
Future Vision of Model Usage
Presently the model can be used to estimate the cost of a part type within a
business unit at the process level. The user can evaluate alternative manufacturing
processes for the part type in question. However, because the model takes into account
how other part types alter the evaluation part cost, a process comparison methodology
should also determine the effect that the evaluation part has upon the costs of the other
parts. The ideal way to compare these alternative processes would be via changes in the
business unit operating cost, the total annual cost of producing all of the business unit
part types. To obtain the total operating cost to the business unit via the Production Cost
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Planner, baseline cost runs for every part type processed by the unit must initially be
modeled. The total operating cost would then be represented by adding these baseline
costs for each part type. Consequently, changes incorporated within one part type
scenario run would be reflected within the total business unit operating cost.
Obviously, the changes in cost types not incorporated within the current version of the
Production Cost Planner, such as development and indirect costs, must be computed and
added separately. Furthermore, this concept can also be applied at the plant level to
compare "green-field" sitings versus use of existing plant sites to produce a new part.
MODEL ENHANCEMENTS
The Production Cost Planner is a working demonstrator for obtaining
manufacturing costs reflective of the processes employed. Numerous model
enhancements can therefore be incorporated within the model to enhance the interface as
well as improve upon the concepts employed by the process and costing submodels. These
enhancements are expanded upon below:
Data Collection
As detailed in Appendix A, the Production Cost Planner requires a large amount of
input data. As with any data intensive model, a problem arises with the gathering and
storage of the data. Currently, data collection is accomplished via accessible data sources
at Pratt & Whitney; however, theses sources are not directly linked to the Production
Cost Planner. The operator cannot down load the information but must instead enter the
data manually. This procedure can be tedious, especially for a first time model scenario,
as well as lead to data entry errors. With a direct electronic link, set-up and cycle
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times could come directly from the Costimatorm output using C.I.M. Conversion
UtilitiesTM . A pre-processor would then apply the necessary learning factors to these
times. The other cycle time related data that could be automatically linked, referenced in
the Production Engineering Long-Range Machine Load Detail Forecast, include machine
down times, tool change times, and non-scheduled work loadings. The Detail Forecast
could serve as a basis for a library of commodity code based data for these types of
inputs. Furthermore, software can be written so that the OUT-IN and COMMON arrays
can be formulated directly from the Summary of Operation Sheets. Recall that these
sheets are prepared by the business unit process planners. Each process planner is in
charge of providing the sequence of operations, including alternate paths and commodity
codes, for part fabrication.
Data Storage
Currently, each saved scenario run takes up 0.8 megabytes of hard drive,
because for each scenario, all the resulting process and costing submodel output is saved.
Reduction scenario storage needs would necessitate the inclusion of an alternate save
feature. Saving only the input menu sheets for both the process an costing submodels.
would result in a storage capacity increase of 60%. The drawbacks are two fold. First,
process and costing results could only be obtained by rerunning the scenario. This can
take up to 3 hours for complex, multiple part scenarios. Second, View mode (detailed
in Appendix A) could not function.
Runtime Improvements
The code for the model could be rewritten to improve runtime and, consequently,
ease the implementation of certain model feature extensions such as, the ability to obtain
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multiple part type costs, thereby facilitating the implementation of alternative
manufacturing process comparisons. Ideally, the process and costing submodels would
be operated separately. The process submodel would provide performance information
for all the part types within the business unit. Only one run of the process submodel
would be needed. The cost submodel for a given part type would then read the
appropriate data for its process step numbers and proceed to compute the part cost. The
current version of the costing submodel contains the costing equations within an Excel
environment, a sheet consuming 0.3 megabytes. Recalculation and load time take
considerably more time than if this segment had been coded in FORTRAN.
The iterative nature of the process submodel can lead to long runtimes for large,
multiple part processes. In addition, the 100 step limitation imposed by PC-based
conventional memory prevents easy modeling of huge multiple part processes. Several
ways exist to overcome this limitation. One way to speed up implementation would be to
obtain a 486 machine. If this machine does not possess the DOS-imposed 640K barrier,
additional process steps could also be handled beyond the hundred step limit. The second
way would be to replace the Gaussian elimination solution technique within of the
process submodel by a more memory efficient linear equation solution technique.
Linear equation solution technique substitution requires only the replacement of
a subroutine within the FORTRAN code. The third way requires a direct, automatic
connection to the mainframe. The simplest and least capital-intensive solution would
involve writing a batch file which uploads the process submodel input data to the
mainframe. The FORTRAN programs would then be automatically implemented on the
mainframe, and the results would be downloaded. Within the Excel macro, no changes
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would be required.
Process Submodel Content Improvements
Presently, no variance predictors are included which give the user an idea about
how much the predicted cost can vary. This could best be implemented with the
incorporation of risk factors and the cascading effect of statistical variance through the
production sequence. When the user makes trade off decisions between alternative
processes, the current version of the Production Cost Planner assumes that both
processes possess identical chances being successfully implementated. Yet, this
assumption fails when comparisons are being made between a novel and conventional
process. Furthermore, additional standard deviation input data must be traded off with
the value of having a range estimate as opposed to a point value.
If the transport system employed by the manufacturing process being modeled is
not manual, then the mean inventory within the transport system can be calculated by
handling the transport system as a server. This is the identical procedure currently
used by the process submodel to estimate the average inventory per process step. Using
this method would provide the total number of parts of all types waiting for or engaging
in transport. Part types waiting for transport could be separated out by process step
using pallets transported as an allocation factor; the inventory costs would be computed
using the value of the parts waiting for service at the process step. In addition, durable
tool utilizations, as detailed in the hollow fan blade verification study in Chapter 6, could
be easily automated with minor changes to the FORTRAN process submodel code.
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Costing Submodel Content Improvements
No variance entries are allowed to account for uncertainties in the input costs,
such as the raw material costs or auxiliary material costs, for example. The procedure
for incorporating this feature would be the same as that described for the process
submodel. In addition, by incorporating the future vision methodology described above,
changes incorporated within one part type scenario run could be reflected within the
total business unit operating cost.
Customization for Functional Groups
The Production Cost Planner, as currently constructed, while used primarily by
business units and manufacturing engineers, has a generic input interface. The unique
needs of the various functional groups could be better served by altering the input data
structure to better conform to the individual unit's business requirements. Because of
the modular construction of the model, alterations in the input structure can be made via
minimal changes in the Excel files that link to the FORTRAN programs.
FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS
As with any research project, there is never sufficient time to explore every
research avenue. Therefore, presented below are several future research opportunities,
categorized in three groups:
1) Incorporation of Additional Cost Items
The costs that are currently accounted for are those directly linked to the
production line. The staffing and engineering testing costs that are associated with the
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development phase of a particular manufacturing process are not currently accounted
for. On the manufacturing floor, raw material inventory, finished goods inventory, and
warehousing costs are not included. In addition, the costs of manufacturing staffing are
neglected.
2) Time Frame Adjustments
Currently, the Production Cost Planner functions on an annual time frame. A
reduced time frame model could better assist the business unit manager by serving as a
basis for a feedback control system which generates a minimal cost schedule. The data for
operating the model could come directly from the process performance information used
by the scheduling group, with a time frame identical to that of the scheduling system.
3) Alternative Process Modeling Systems
The queuing network incorporated within the process submodel is limited to job
shops which do not violate the assumptions given in Chapter 5. Ideally, a selection of
various appropriate steady-state process elements should be available to the user for
modelling the manufacturing process. For example, a business unit employing an
automated transfer line for part of its process could not use the Production Cost Planner
in its current state, unless the user treated the entire line as a single process step.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATING MANUAL *
Table of Contents
I. Production Cost Planner Model Operation
II. Preliminary Input Menus
Menu Name
FINANCIAL INFORMATION MENU
PROCESS SCHEMATIC UNKAGE MENU
COMMON STEP MENU
PROCESS CYCLE/SET-UP MENU
DOWN TIME INPUT MENU
SHIFT INPUTS
BATCH SIZE INPUTS
PALLET SIZE INPUTS
PART SPECIFIC MENU
WAGE RATE MENU
Excel Filename
FINANCE.XLS
OUT_IN.XLS
PROD.XLS
CYCLE.XLS
MACHINE.XLS
SHIFT.XLS
BATCH.XLS
PALLET.XLS
PART.XLS
WAGE.XLS
IIl. Equipment Menus
Menu Name
MACHI-NE PAYMENT SCHEME MENU
MACHINE PURCHASE PRICE MENU
MACHINE YEAR AND UFE MENU
DURABLE TOOL INPUT MENU
TRANSPORT COSTS MENU
INVENTORY CARRYING COST MENU
Excel Filename
M_PAY_SC.XLS
M_PRICE.XLS
M_YEAR.XLS
DTOOUNP.XLS
TRANS.XLS
INV_CARY.XLS
I V. Production Cost Planner Cost Output
* The User's Manual is courtesy of the Pratt & Whitney Report (18A)
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I. Production Cost Planner Model Operation
STARTING PROCEDURE
In order to open the Production Cost Planner, follow the procedure outlined
below:
1)
stored
2)
stored.
prompt.
Determine in which drive the Production Cost Planner is stored. The model is
in the first-level directory COST_MOD.
Go to the root directory of the drive in which the Production Cost Planner is
If, for example, the model is in the D drive, then type PARTCOST at the D:>
3) After typing PARTCOST, the batch file will automatically activate the Windows T"
environment and place you in ExcelTM at the Start Screen.
START SCREEN
The start screen includes a first-level menu bar system which incorporates all
of the Production Cost Planner's capabilities. The screen appearance is illustrated within
Figure B1. Menu items can be selected from the any menu bar either by pointing and
clicking using the mouse or by selecting the item by holding the ALT-key and the item's
underlined letter simultaneously. Use of the mouse is much more efficient.
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Five items are displayed within the first-level menu bar system. The Help and
File items are Excel program features displayed on all menus; detailed descriptions are
given in the Excel documentation. A one sentence explanation of any item is given on the
bottom bar whenever it is selected. The other three menu items are custom items for the
Production Cost Planner, and are described below.
Microsoft Excel
File Cost Save View Help
Figure Bi: The Start Screen First-Level Menu Bar System
The three custom menu items are Cost, Save, and View. Each item is explained
briefly below:
Cost - This menu contains all of the commands for operating the Production Cost
Planner's current model, defined as the model within the COST_ MOD directory. The only
second-level menu item which can be selected within Start Screen is the Initialize
Command. Non-selectable items appear gray.
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Save - Each model run can be saved to a user-specified directory or subdirectory. The
Save feature allows the user to specify which model run represents the current model.
The second-level menu items incorporated within the model Save feature include saving a
model run, loading a specific model run, clearing the input menus, and loading the backup
model run. Note that this feature is independent of the Excel File Save feature.
View - The View feature allows the user to examine any model run's inputs and/or
outputs. Inputs and outputs may be printed or graphed using standard Excel features; this
can also be done when performing operations on the current model. The View feature
serves as an alternative mechanism for inspecting different models without having to
perform a complete run. The only second-level item selectable is Enter View Mode.
CURRENT MODEL OPERATION
Once Initialize has been selected from the Cost menu on the Start Screen, current
model operation begins. The Preliminary Input Menus appear at this point. The screen
appears as shown in Figure B2, when Cost is selected from the menu bar. All of the
Preliminary Input Menus are described in detail in Section II of this Appendix. All of the
menus are accessible via the Window item on the menu bar, by simply selecting the file
name listed under the Window menu. The file names associated with each Preliminary
Input Menu can be found in either Section II or the Table of Contents. One can also see all
the menus simultaneously by selecting Arrange All from within the Window menu. One
can switch at will between the Preliminary Input Menus, making inputs and corrections
in any order. Individual menus can be saved to the disk using the Excel File Save command.
Otherwise, all files will be saved when the user continues to the next operating step.
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Figure B2: Preliminary Input Menus at beginning of Current Model Run
Once all of the Preliminary Input Menus are completed, the user follows the Cost
menu bar second-level items in sequence. The system guides the user by permitting her
to select only those items applicable at that particular point of model operation via the
graying effect described earlier. The sequence of operations is detailed below.
2. Network Programs
Once this menu item has been selected, the user is confronted by an Alert Box,
asking her to confirm the menu selection just made, since this commits her to up to an
hour of model run. Selecting OK with the mouse or pressing ENTER triggers the saving of
the Preliminary Input Menus in both Excel and FORTRAN readable (CSV - Comma
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File Edit FormulaFormat Data Options Macro Window I::*:. il Help
FINANCE.XLS 1. Initialize
2. Network Programs
Return to Prelim. Menus
3. Equipment Menus
4. Equipment Programs
Return to Equip. Menus
5. Final Output
Return to Prelim. Menus
Return to Start Screen
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Separated Value) format, while selecting Cancel or pressing Escape returns the operator
to the Preliminary Input Menus. Once the saving has been completed, another Alert Box
appears, asking the user if she wishes to employ automatic machine number estimation.
Selecting OK represents the selection of the NETWORK FORTRAN program, detailed in
Chapter 5, while selecting Cancel represents the selection of the NETWORK2 program.
Accepting this selection backs up the existing file containing the machine counts and runs
NETWORK, while Cancel causes NETWORK2 to run. Since FORTRAN runs under a DOS
environment, WindowsTM automatically switches out of Excel to DOS and runs the program.
Once the program run has been completed, Windows' m automatically returns the user to
Excel and loads the output results into Excel; the Production Cost Planner signals the user
by beeping and showing an Alert Box saying "Loading Complete. View Output."
The output from the programs appears directly on the screen; the user does not
try to look at the output by entering View mode. Samples of the output are included in
Section IV. Output can be graphed or printed using the standard Excel features; switching
between the different Excel output files is done via the Window menu. Once the user has
finished examining the outputs, she can either return to the Preliminary Input Menus and
rerun the process submodel or she can continue by selecting item 3, Equipment Menus.
3. Equipment Menus
The Equipment menus are detailed within Section III of this Appendix. The same
input rules and commands used to enter information within the Preliminary Input Menus
also apply to these menus. Once she finished entering the inputs, she then selects item 4,
Equipment Programs. Intermediate menu saves can be accomplished via the Excel File
Save command.
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4. Equipment Programs
Once the menu item has been selected, confirmation is requested via an Alert Box.
Once the Equipment menus are saved in both Excel and CSV format, both the Durable Tool
(DTOOL) and Equipment (CAPEQ) programs are run. Since runtimes are less than 5
minutes, no warning is given of completion of the program runs. If the programs
encounter an input contradiction, a warning appears stating the commodity code containing
the problem. The user must then select Return to Equipment Menus, correct the error,
and rerun the Equipment programs. Equipment and durable tool program outputs are
viewed via the same methods described for observing process submodel outputs.
5. Final Output
Selection of this item causes the model to output the final costing information.
This typically takes several minutes due to the three primary files and the seventeen
hidden supporting files which have to opened and recalculated. The final cost results are
output in three formats. Graphing and printing of the outputs is permissable here.
Custom outputs can also be created here. Once viewing of the final output is complete, the
user can either return to the Preliminary Input Menus or Return to Start Screen. One can
also leave the model using the Excel command File Exit, which takes you into the
WindowsTM environment.
THE CUSTOM SAVE FEATURE
The Save feature only appears at the Start Screen; using this feature while
operating the current model is not permitted. The Production Cost Planner automatically
saves the current model between each operating step within the Cost menu. When the Save
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item is selected, four second-level menu items appear:
Save Model - This feature copies the current model from COST_MOD into a user-
specified directory. For example, if one wants to save the current model to the D drive in
the subdirectory SCENARIO of the directory MODEL, then the user would type:
D:\MODEL\SCENARIO
If the subdirectory SCENARIO does not exist, the Production Cost Planner will create it. If
MODEL does not exist, an error will be returned.
Load Model - This feature copies a model from any user-specified directory to the
current model directory, COST_MOD. The previous current model is copied to the
directory D:\COST_MOD\BACKUP. Directories and subdirectories are specified as in the
Save Model feature.
Load Backup - Just in case a mistake is made, the Load Backup feature allows the operator
to redeem the previous current model back to the COST_MOD directory. To retain the
current model that exists within the COST_MOD directory prior to using the Load Backup
feature, one must use the Save Model feature before using Load Backup.
Clear Menus - This feature erases all entries within the menu grids, creating a fresh
menu set. However, this feature does not clear any comments made outside of the grid
areas.
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THE CUSTOM VIEW FEATURE
At the Start Screen, the user can enter View mode by selecting the first-level
item VIEW and clicking on Enter View Mode. The Production Cost Planner provides
confirmation of entry. Once within View Mode, the first level menu bar appears as shown
in Figure B3. The menu is self-explanatory since the graying effect is incorporated
within the menu.
Figure B3: View Mode Menus Upon Entry into View Model
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II. PRELIMINARY INPUT MENUS
FINANCIAL INFORMATION MENU
(FINANCE.XLS)
Tax Rates. in %:
Property Tax Rate
Sales Tax Rate
Federal Income Tax Rate (UTC tax bracket)
State Income Tax Rate (UTC tax bracket)
The model assumes the income tax rates remain constant throughout the eight
year period of the evaluation. The model also assumes that the expenses incurred by the
manufacturing process in question do not change the tax bracket. The property tax
decreases at a constant rate as specified by the tax depreciation life and levels off when the
it reaches 25% of the original asset value. If taxes are not to be included in the cost
analyses, input zero for all tax rates.
Tax Depreciation Period:
For Durable Tools
For Capital Equipment
Loss of Machine Life Schemes:
Attempts to assess actual loss of value of the machine as it ages:
Simple Straight Line -- The machine loses the same amount of value each year of its life.
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By Production Hours -- The machine loses the same amount of value for each hour spent
producing the part.
Estimated Hours Machine Used Per Year:
When a machine manufacturer gives a figure for the life of the machine, he or
she assumes a certain level of usage. This value entered here should be the number of
hours of use per year that the manufacturer expected when making his machine life
projections. This input is only required for depreciation scheme 2.
Start Year of Model:
This input represents the first year of the eight year window which the model
provides as output. If more than eight years of evaluation are required, more than one run
of the model is needed.
For example:
Say you need 15 years of output, from 1990 to 2005.
First: Run model with productions from 1990 to 1998. Set Start Year of Model to
1990.
Next: Run model with production needed from 1999 to 2005. Set Start Year of
Model to 1999.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
TAX RATES
PROPERTY TAX
SALES TAX
FEDERAL INCOME TAX
STATE INCOME TAX
TAX DEPRECIATION PERIOD (YR)
DURABLE TOOLS
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
LOSS OF MACHINE SCHEME
1. SIMPLE STRAIGHT LINE
2. BY PRODUCTION HOURS
SCHEME SELECTION:
EST. HR. MACHINES USED PER YR:
(FOR SCHEME 2 ONLY)
START YEAR OF MODEL:
***************END OF MENU****************
.4 V--'
PROCESS SCHEMATIC LINKAGE MENU
(OUT_IN.XLS)
Number of Different Part Types:
The number of part types flowing through the process schematic. This includes
the Evaluation Part, the part that the model costs out. Non-evaluation Parts consist of all
the other part types within the process schematic. A maximum number of twenty part
types are allowed in the model.
# Virtual Steps for Evaluation Part:
A new process step occurs with each new set-up. Multiple set-ups can take place
at the same station. A station is a geographic location within a business unit at which
operations on a part take place. Stations are identical to the commodity code groupings
used in Pratt & Whitney Business Units.
Input the number of virtual steps used in modeling the evaluation part. An
example of their use would be in modeling inspection stations that inspect only a fraction
of the output.
# Process Steps for Evaluation Part:
The total number of stations used to produce the Evaluation Part. If any virtual
steps are used in modeling the evaluation part process schematic, you must add the
number of virtual steps to this total.
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Process Steps per Part for Each Non-evaluation Part(s):
The total number of stations used for the production of each of the Non-evaluation
Part(s). The number of process steps for each of these parts should be entered in the
order the process schematic was numbered. For example, if Part Type B was numbered
between 110 and 115 and Part Type C was numbered between 116 to 121, you would
enter 5 and 6 into these blanks in order, without spacing. If virtual steps are used to
model the non-evaluation part(s) process schematic(s), you must add the appropriate
number of virtual steps to process step number total(s). Do not skip spaces between the
grids.
Input/Output Links for Process Schematic:
The labeling system for the process schematic is as follows:
The input/output array will contain the material flow links within the process.
For the evaluation part, the process schematic is labeled sequentially from 101 to the last
process step. If the process schematic contains multiple parts, the second part's
numbering system starts with its first process step being numbered one greater than the
former part's last process step number.
Virtual steps used in modeling a manufacturing process are numbered using a
300 code. The last two digits are identical to the process step from which the virtual step
is linked. Virtual steps are to be input in the first column of the Input/Output Links for
Process Schematic grid. When inputting into the array, do not skip lines going down the
page. Also, do not skip spaces going from left to right.
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PROCESS SCHEMATIC LINKAGE MENU
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PART TYPES:
# OF VIRTUAL STEPS FOR EVALUATION PART:
# OF PROCESS STEPS FOR EVALUATION PART:
# PROCESS STEPS/PART FOR EA. NON-EVALUATION PART:
MAXIMUM ACROSS DIMENSION OF INPUTS BELOW:
INPUT / OUTPUT
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
OUT
IN
LINKS FOR PROCESS SCHEMATIC:
i Ii I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I , I
I I I I I I
iI
I K
I I I I I I I I I I
t-1
COMMON STEP MENU
(COMM.XLS)
If the process schematic involves more than one part type, the user must input
the appropriate common steps. A station that processes multiple part types is termed a
common step. Common step inputs are required for all parts processed within the process
schematic, including those common steps through which the evaluation part does not pass.
Due to the process step numbering scheme employed by the model, a station processing two
parts will be identified twice, once for the first part and once for the second part.
Likewise, a station processing three parts will have three identifying numbers, one for
each part. Each instance of this must be entered in the array. Note that the number of
common steps will never exceed the number of parts passing through the process
schematic. The maximum number of part types is twenty.
All the common step inputs for a given station must be entered on a single line
from left to right, without spaces. The steps do not have to be entered in order. Order
down the page also does not have significance. However, skipping lines between inputs is
not allowed. The maximum down dimension is equal to the number of process steps within
the schematic.
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COMMON STEP MENU
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
COMMON STEPS
I I -I I I I 1 I
I I I 1 i I I i
I 1 i I I I 1 I
i I I 1 i I 1
I I i 1 1 I I I
I -1 I i I I I I
I I I 1 I 1 I I
I 1 I I I I T 1
I I i I I I I I
I I I 1 I I 1 I
I I I 1 1 I 1 i
I 1 I I i I 1 I
I 1 I 1 I 1 I I
I 1 I 1 1 I T 1
I I I I 1 i 1 I
TARGET PRODUCTION MENU
(PROD.XLS)
Steps and Target Production:
Enter all of the final output steps from the process schematic. One output step is
required for each part. Steps may be entered in any order down the page, except that the
evaluation part must be on the first line. Skipping between steps is allowed. All input
must entered within the input grid. Target productions must be input for each of the eight
years. If the part type is not to be processed in a particular year, input zero. Note that
you cannot have a production of one.
Initial Cost of Raw Material:
Input the initial costs for the incoming raw material for the evaluation part for
each of the eight years in question. All costs are in constant dollars. Incoming raw
material can also be castings or forgings received from suppliers.
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TARGET PRODUCTION MENU
FROM START OF YEAR:
TO START OF YEAR:
RAW MAT'L COST
OF EVALUATION PART
STEP NOTE: Evaluation part must be on first line.
-1.) •
PROCESS CYCLE/SET-UP MENU
(CYCLE.XLS)
Process Step:
Include values for all the process steps in the schematic, including non-
evaluation parts. They do not have to be entered in numerical order. Skipping lines down
the page is allowed.
Automatic Cycle Time:
The non-variable portion of the cycle time. For machining processes, the cutting
time (LASOC) in hours/part. Learning effects are assumed not to take place on this
portion of the cycle time.
Manual Cycle Time:
The portion of the unit 1 cycle time performed by the operator, if any, in hours
per part. Learning effects take place on this portion of the cycle time only.
Set-up Time:
The time for batch 1, in hours/batch, for all the work done in setting up the
machine for a batch of parts. Learning effects apply to all of the set-up time. The set-up
time does not include part load and unload times if loading does not get performed by
batches.
Cycle Learning:
The learning factor associated with cycle time operators for the step in question.
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Input this value in decimal form between 0 and 1. Inputting a 1 assumes no learning
effects take place. If you input 1 manual cycle times inputs should be for the learned out
part and not for unit 1. Likewise, set-up time inputs should be for the learned out batch
and not for batch 1.
Set-up Learning:
The learning factors associated with the set-up operators of the step in question.
Input form is the same as the previous input.
Cumulative Production In:
At the start year of the model's evaluation, the cumulative production of all parts
of one type processed at a step must be entered in order to initialize the learning curve. If
no learning is assumed to take place, any numbers may be input for these values.
For example, for a scrap-free process suppose part type A is processed by steps
101 to 110 and part type B is processed by steps 111 to 119. If the cumulative
production at the start of the model run for part type A is 400 and for part type B is 300,
then a value of 400 is input for steps 101 to 110 and 300 for steps 111 to 119. This
holds true even if common steps exist. Thus, learning from part type A does not apply to
learning on part type B.
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PROCESS CYCLE/SET_UP MENU
PROCESS AUTO MANUAL SET UP CYCLE SET-UP CUMM.
STEP CYCLE TIME CYCLE TIME TIME LEARNING LEARNING PROD.
NUMBER (HOURS) (HOURS) (HR/BATCH) FACTOR FACTOR IN
l~b
DOWN TIME INPUT MENU
(MACHINE.XLS)
# Hours/Shift: The number of hours per shift.
Reg Time Shift Length: The number of shift lengths per day.
# Days/Year: The number of working days per year.
If the total number of hours worked at a process step is greater than,
(#hrs/shift) * (reg time shift length) * (#days/yr)
then the difference is considered overtime. Overtime wage is 1.5 times regular wage.
Process Steps:
Since the process steps for this menu are linked to the previous menu, one must
enter the following values for each process step where indicated. Inputs are required for
all parts within the process schematic.
Process Yield:
The percentage of parts which are not scrapped at a process step, input as a
decimal. For example, if 95 of 100 parts come out good, and the other five get scrapped,
input 0.95 here.
MTTFI
The Mean Time To Failures of the machines. The model uses a constant value for
this over the entire eight year span. If a station contains more than one machine, input an
aggregate value for the pool. Be sure this input and the next input have matching units.
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If the station has no machines which can fail, such as at a benchwork station,
input a 1 for the MTTF and a 0 for the MTTR. All common steps should have the same
MTTF values since common steps contain identical machines.
MTTR:
The Mean Time To Repair of the machines. The same rules as those of MTTF
apply here. All common steps should have the same MTTR values since common steps
contain identical machines.
Rework %:
The percentage of rework expected to occur at the process step in question. This
percentage is used to increase the total cycle and set-up time required for a part in order
to account for rework done at a process step. This rework percentage is held constant over
the eight year span.
Inspect %:
For multiple branching of the same part type, such as, inspection, rework, or
any convergence link, production flow percentages may be specified by user. If flow
percentages are not specified anywhere in the process schematic, utilizations are
equalized on converging branches automatically.
Note:
If steps feedback to branches within the schematic, then flow percentages must be
specified by user. If one flow percentage is specified, then all flow percentages for
converging links must be input.
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DOWNTIME INPUT MENU
# HOURS / SHIFT
REG TIME SHIFT LENGTH:
# DAYS / YEAR
For all manual operations, use an MTTF of 1 and an MTTR of 0.
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SHIFT, BATCH, AND PALLET SIZE MENUS
(SHIFT.XLS, BATCH.XLS, PALLET.XLS)
Shift Menu:
The average number of shifts required at each process step at each year over the
eight year span. Decimal shifts are allowed to account for overtime. Inputs are required
for all parts. Every common step must have the same identical shift lengths associated
with it.
The number of hours per year in a single shift is defined by,
(# hours/shift) * (# working days/year)
from the DOWN TIME INPUT MENU.
Batch Size Menu:
The average number of parts processed at a step using a single set-up. The
production and the batch size together control the total amount of set-up time required
over the year. The batch size can be different from pallet size; however, the batch size
should not be larger than the pallet size for the step in question if multiple parts pass
through the step. Doing this violates assumptions made in computing the mean
inventories. Also note that decimal inputs are NOT allowed. Inputs are required for all of
the parts.
Pallet Size Menu:
The number of parts transported as a group to a process step. This affects the
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queuing behavior of the system. Inputs are required for all of the parts.
Feedback?:
Feedback in a process schematic occurs when a part returns to a station it has
already been processed in. This differs from rework because the part is being fed back for
an additional operation which adds value. It is not being fed back to correct errors arising
from a previous operation.
When consecutive operations requiring different set-ups occur at a station, the
part will only be charged once for transport to that station. Therefore, input 1 for the
first operation and 0 for all other operations occurring consecutively on the part at that
station.
Input Order:
Input for these three menus may be entered in any order desired. Skipping lines
down the page is allowed. The ordering of each of these three menus is independent of the
other two.
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SHIFT INPUTS
FROM START: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
TO START: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
BATCH SIZE INPUTS
FROM START: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
TO START: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
V4~
PALLET SIZE INPUTS
FROM START:
TO START:
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
FEED
BACK?
-4tt~
PART SPECIFIC MENU
(PART.XLS)
Process Steps:
Since the process steps for this menu are linked to the Cycle Time Menu, one
must enter the values for the process step at the locations requested. Values for this
menu are required only for the Evaluation Part. Other process numbers may be left
blank.
Volume Removed/Part:
The volume removed/part in cubic inches for the evaluation part at the process
step in question. If you have one total value for the volume removed per part, input this
value in the grid corresponding to the last process step, and zero out all others.
Utility Cost/Part:
Input the machine related utility expenses per part, including machine power
costs and water costs. Do include lighting and HVAC expenses for the business unit.
Tool Cost/Part:
Perishable Tool Expenses/Part. If a total value for the perishable tool cost per
part is known, you can allocate the total cost by cycle time amongst the steps.
Consequently, you will have greater insight into the source of the cost driving process
steps.
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Auxiliary Material Cost/Part:
This input includes auxiliary materials employed in producing a part, such as
cutting fluid and exotic gas costs for machining and mold slurry, wax, and platinum pins
for investment casting.
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PART SPECIFIC MENU
RECYCLE VALUE/LB FOR EVALUATION PART CHIPS:
INITIAL VOLUME IN CUBIC INCHES
MATERIAL DENSITY (LB/CU FT)
RECYCLE VALUE/LB FOR SCRAPPED PARTS:
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WAGE RATE MENU
(WAGE.XLS)
Process Steps:
Only those process steps for the evaluation part.
Cycle Operator Wages/Hr:
Wage rate of the regular machine operators for the station in question. Include
the benefits factor in the wage rate.
Operator #:
The number of operators at a machine (not the total number of operators at a
station.)
Set-up Operator Wages/Hr:
Wage rate of set-up operator performing set-ups at the station in question.
Include the benefits factor in the wage rate.
Operator #:
The number of set-up operators for a machine. If the cycle operator does the set-
up, input a 1 in this grid.
Maintenance Charge/Hr:
The per hour charge for maintenance on a machine tool, including average labor
charges and part costs.
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WAGE RATE MENU
PROCESS CYCLE OPERATOR SET-UP OPERATOR MAINT.
STEP OPERATOR # OPERATOR # CHARGE/
WAGE/HR WAGE/HR HOUR
III. EQUIPMENT MENUS
MACHINE PAYMENT SCHEME MENU
(M_PAY_SC.XLS)
Brass Tag #:
Number code identifier of the machine. One must include all of the machines
which will be used during the eight year time window for the evaluation part, but other
machines may be included. Note that no repeats of brass tag numbers are allowed. No
spaces are allowed.
Payment Scheme:
The methods by which one can pay for the machine.
0 = Single payment at delivery
(0,1] = Decimal perceniage up front
2 = Equipment purchase loan
The middle scheme may be explained by the following example. Suppose one
bought a machine where 25% of the cost was paid upon order, and the remainder of the
cost was paid at delivery in 2 years. In this case, the input for the payment scheme line
would be .25, and the input for lead time would be 2.
Machine Ordering Lead Time:
The number of years payment must be made before delivery of the machine, used
for the second payment scheme.
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Down Payment:
The down payment on the loan when the loan payment scheme is used. The loan
principal is assumed to be the machine value plus the capitalized portion of the
installation, less the down payment. The down payment gets made at the year of delivery.
Interest Rate:
The pre-inflation interest rate on the loan.
Period:
The term of the loan in years.
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MACHINE PAYMENT SCHEME MENU
BRASS
TAG #
,,
PAYNT
SCHEME
LEAD
TIME
DOWN
PAYINT
INT.
RATE
, , •-
,,----
LOAN
PERIOD
I
LEAD
TINE
LOAN
PERIOD
MACHINE PURCHASE PRICE MENU
(M_PRICE.XLS)
Process Step Numbers:
Since this menu is linked to the previous machine menu, one must enter the
information requested where the process number appears.
Building Rent/Sq. Ft: (Optional)
The cost per year of renting a square foot of building space. This input should be
used only when rent is a marginal cost, i.e., when starting production in a new facility.
Capitalized Installation:*
The capitalized portion of the equipment installation costs. The installation gets
capitalized in the same manner as the machine tool being installed.
Expensed Installation:*
The expensed portion of the equipment installation.
Purchase Price:*
The purchase price of the equipment, including the machine, the controller,
special transformers, safety systems, and on-line inspection devices.
Salvage Value:
The value of the machine at the end of its expected life.
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Square Feet Used: (Optional):
The square footage occupied by a machine and its auxiliary equipment, including
required clearance space. This input is not required if the building rent is $0.
* Values for installation costs and the purchase price should be entered in dollars of the
year purchased. They will be adjusted to current dollars using the model's built-in
escalation factor data. The escalation factor data is located in a file named ESCAL2.CSV
within the COST_MOD directory. This data must be updated yearly.
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MACHINE PURCHASE PRICE MENU
BUILDING RENT/SQ FT:
BRASS
TAG #
CAPT.
INST.
EXP.
INST.
PURCH.
PRICE
SALVAGE
VALUE
BLDG
RENT
S FT
USED
SO
SO
SO
SO
0so
SO
$0
$0
SO
SO
0so
0so
$0
SO
0so
SO
SO
so
$0
so
so
so
$0
SO
SO
$0
SO
SO
SO
so
$0
SO
SO
SO
0so
SO
SO
so
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SO
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$0
$0
SO
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$0
$0
so
$0
so
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MACHINE YEAR AND LIFE MENU
(M_YEAR.XLS)
Process Step Numbers:
Since this menu is linked to the first machine menu, one must enter the
information requested where the process number appears.
Year of Purchase:
The year during which the machine was originally purchased. This is the same
year as the year of the installation. The purchase price is escalated based on the factor
for this year.
First Year of Use:
The first year that the machine gets used for the evaluation part.
End of Production:
The last year the machine will be used for the evaluation part.
Life in years:
The number of years the machine will last until it must be replaced. The year of
purchase plus the life in years equals the year of sale.
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MACHINE YEAR & LIFE MENU
BRASS
TAG #
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DURABLE TOOL INPUT MENU
(DTOOLINP.XLS)
Step a:
The process step for which durable tool entries will be made. Inputs are
required only for the Evaluation Part process steps.
step.
input
An indicator telling the number of machines that must be entered for a process
This max number also guides you in determining the number of times you must
the same step number in the first column.
Brass Tao #:
Machine identifier number associated with the process step in the first column.
Expense:*
Expensed portion of the cost of the durable tool set. A durable tool set includes all
of the durable tools used for a part on a particular machine. See the durable tools chapter
for a better explanation.
Capitalized:*
The capitalized portion of the cost of the durable tool set.
Life:
The life in years over which the capitalized portion of the durable tool set is
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depreciated.
* The Expensed and Capitalized inputs will be entered in dollars of the year purchased, and
then adjusted to current dollars using an escalation factor found in ESCAL.CSV within the
COST_MOD directory. Note that ESCAL.CSV, which contains the durable tool
cost escalation factors, must be updated yearly.
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DURABLE TOOL INPUT MENU
TRANSPORT COSTS MENU
(TRANS.XLS)
* All inputs for this menu are based on the initial year of the eight year model window
frame.
Cost TyvDe:
Type of cost incurred in transporting a part. Examples include:
- Forklifts
- Hand lifts
- Dispatcher
- Overhead Crane
Purchase Price. Yr. of Purchase. Life in Years:
If the item in question involves an asset such as a forklift, hand lift, or crane,
input the purchase price during the year it was purchased. Also input the year purchased
and the life of the asset in years.
Number Operators/Unit, Operator Wage:
If the item in question requires an operator not involved in the production of the
part (i.e. not a machine operator), input the number of operators per unit and the wage
rate per hour. For example, a forklift would have one operator working at $X/hour.
Number of Units:
Input the number of these cost types used in the process schematic. For example,
if three dispatchers are used at one time to service a process, enter three.
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TRANSPORT COST MENU
PURCH YR OF LIFE IN #OPER OPER # OF TRANSIT
COST TYPE PRICE PURCH YEARS /UNIT WAGE UNITS COST/YR
SO
SO
SO
...._ _ SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
$0
$0SO
SO
TOTAL COST FOR THE UNIT FOR FIRST YEAR: SO
INVENTORY CARRYING COST MENU
(INV_CARY.XLS)
Specify whether the evaluation part is military or commercial. Inventory
carrying cost percentages are based on WIP inventory values. The carrying costs are
based on information from P&W's Financial Group, with the following variations. This
menu needs to be updated yearly.
Cost of Inventory Facilities:
The cost of inventory facilities gets excluded from the percentage because the
model takes costs of the inventory facilities into account with the building rent. The
model assumes WIP inventory gets stored next to the process step about to serve it.
Cost of Servicing Inventory:
These costs include insurance on inventory only. Handling expense gets tabulated
separately from inputs given in the Transport Menu.
Intangible Costs:
These costs account for other, difficult to quantify savings which result from the
reduction of mean inventories.
Cost of Inventory Risk:
This percentage accounts for losses due to part loss and part obsolescence.
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INVENTORY CARRYING COST MENU
FOR EVALUATION PART :
TYPE C IF COMERCIAL; IF MILITARY, TYPE M :
end oT menu
1989 INVENTORY CARRYING COST DATA SHEET
COMMERCIAL MILITARY
COST OF CAPITAL INVESTED IN INVENTORY % %
COST OF INVENTORY FACILITIES % %
COST OF SERVICING INVENTORY :
INSURANCE ON INVENTORY % %
COST OF INVENTORY RISK :
OBSOLESCENCE & SHRINKAGE % %
INTANGIBLE COSTS % '%
I C &
COST OF CAPITAL INVESTED IN INVENTORY %
COST OF INVENTORY FACILITIES %
COST OF SERVICING INVENTORY :
INSURANCE ON INVENTORY %
COST OF INVENTORY RISK :
OBSOLESCENCE & SHRINKAGE %
INTANGIBLE COSTS %
TOTAL (ANNUAL)
IV. PRODUCTION COST PLANNER COST
OUTPUT
The cost output is categorized in three forms:
1) Cost Summary by Type
2) Cost Summary by Process Step
3) Cost Summary - Total Schematic Costs
Cost Summary by Type
Fifteen cost items are detailed by process step and year for only the, evaluation
part. These fifteen cost items are listed below.
1.) Equipment Expenses
2.) Equipment Cash Outflows
3.) Durable Tool Expenses
4.) Durable Cash Outflows
5.) Maintenance Cash Outflows and Expenses
6.) Cycle-Time Operator Cash Outflows and Expenses
7.) Set-up Operator Cash Outflows and Expenses
8.) Building Rent Cash Outflows and Expenses
9.) Perishable Tool Cash Outflows and Expenses
10.) Auxiliary Material Cash Outflows and Expenses
11.) Recycled Material Cash Outflows and Expenses
12.) Machine Utilities Cash Outflows and Expenses
13.) Inventory Carrying Cost
14.) Material Handling Cost
15.) Materials Purchase Cost
Any blank locations within the output represent zero cost. Use of Control-f allows the
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operator to obtain a selection menu which moves her to any desired location within the
output window. This window is protected from alteration.
Cost Summary by Process Step:
This window allows the user to view all of the cost types associated with a
particular process step. The user selects the process step by typing it into the grid. All
other portions of this window are unalterable.
Cost Summary - Total Schematic Costs:
This window provides total costs by type for the entire process layout for the
evaluation part. In addition, it provides an annual average for the cost per part and the
value added beyond materials cost. All portions of this window are unalterable.
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF UTILIZATION EQUATIONS
The utilization of a process step as used in the standard queuing equations is given
by,
Cp-x
C9i
where,
= utilization of the process step
= mean arrival rate in parts per unit time
= mean service rate in parts per unit time
= number of machines at process step
The mean arrival rate is defined by,
Sh= IN#
ATschematic
where,
IN#
ATschematic
= input production at process step #
= the regular annual available time of the entire process
The arrival rate represents the rate at which raw material parts or pallets are released
into the process. In the arrival rate equation, ATschematic is the normal time available
(non-overtime) for processing parts over the entire year. The target output production
and the scrap rates specified control the rate at which parts get released into the process.
The long term production output of the process is not affected by changes in the mean
processing rate, provided that the mean processing rate is greater than the mean arrival
rate, since accelerating the process rate simply reduces queue lengths and lead time. If
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parts are serviced faster than they arrive, then p < 1, and the system is ergodic with
queues that do not grow out of bounds. The process submodel detects the location of
ergodicity violations.
The mean service rate is given by the following equation,
Ci = IN#
Total Time#
where,
! = the mean processing rate for the part
Total Time# = the total annual time required to process a part
Note that the Total Time# represents the total annual set-up and cycle times, including
learning effects, for the process step as described in Chapter 5. Standard queuing
theory assumes arrivals and departures occur within the same time frame. Therefore,
if the available time for a process step differs from ATschematic, then a time frame
adjustment must be made. The mean adjusted service rate will then equal,
.adj = AT#
ATschematic
where,
A = the mean processing rate as defined above
AT# = the available processing time of the process step in question
Obviously, if the available time of the process step is identical to the available time of
the schematic as specified in the arrival rate equation, then no time frame adjustment is
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required. The available time for the process step would differ from ATschematic when the
process step incorporates overtime (AT# > ATschematic) or if the step necessitates fewer
shifts than defined by the regular number of shifts (AT# < ATschematic). If operators
work overtime at a step, this increases the mean annual processing rate. If a step is
utilized only part-time, that decreases the mean annual processing rate. Processing
rates get adjusted because different rates are associated with every process step, as
opposed to the arrival rate which is a global parameter for the entire process (assuming
no scraps). Including scraps within the schematic adjusts the arrival rates since parts
are lost through the process progression.
To clarify the explanation above, take the following example. Assume a constant
mean arrival rate of 1.9 parts/day, controlled by other sections of the process, and also
assume that 2 parts can be processed at this particular step employing one machine
within the standard 8 hour workday. Because large queues have been building at this
particular process step and inventories are expensive, the plant hired more employees,
extending the workday on this process step to 16 hours. Since the workday has been
doubled, the operators can now process twice as many parts per day. However, since the
arrival rate has remained constant, the utilization for the process step has been halved,
reducing the inventory several fold.
Before the additional employees:
S= 1.9 parts/day = 0.95
1 machine * 2 parts/day
Ls - 0.95 - 19.0 pieces in the system
1 - 0.95
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After the additional employees:
p = 1.9 parts/day = 0.475
1 machine * 2 parts/day * 16 hours/day
8 hours/day
Ls - 0.475 = 0.905 pieces in the system
1 - 0.475
These results also apply to multi-machine stations, using the more complicated queuing
equations detailed in Chapter 5.
Recall that the utilization is a function of X, c, and 1Radj. By substituting the
values for these variables into the utilization equation, the Gaussian matrix element,
1/c'AT#*L4, is derived. The base 4, before time frame adjustments, does not get
substituted for, since it changes with the inclusion of learning effects.
IN#
p = ATschematic IN#
c AT# * c * AT# *
ATschematic
Q.E.D.
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